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Abstract 

 

A Critical Study of Hammer Film Production’s Brand of Gothic 
Horror from 1956 – 1972 

 

Morgan Clark O’Brien, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Charles Ramírez Berg 

 

Hammer Film Production’s brand of melodramatic Gothic Horror 

reinvented horror cinema in 1957. Despite bringing tremendous financial 

success throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Hammer’s Gothic had run its course 

by the early 1970s and cinematic production ceased altogether by 1975. After 

establishing multiple iterations of a markedly recognizable house style, it is 

generally agreed that Hammer failed to adapt to the demands of a changing 

marketplace. This thesis investigates the circumstances surrounding Hammer’s 

demise by conducting neoformal analysis of case study films and examining 

how they were affected by cultural, historical, and industrial factors. Looking to 

Hammer’s films themselves helps determine to what extent they were 

responsible for Hammer’s misfortune and why. This thesis demonstrates how 

Hammer’s own production setup and early genre success contributed to the 

studio’s eventual downfall and the outside factors that underscored this 

process. I argue that Hammer did experiment with house formula but the 
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studio’s attempts to renegotiate the 1970s horror landscape were unsuccessful 

because of changing audience demographics, an industry in transition, and 

Hammer’s own perceived corporate identity. 
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Introduction 

Originally founded in 1934 by William “Hammer” Hinds, Great Britain’s 

Hammer Film Productions was one of the world’s most successful movie 

studios between 1958-1970, even winning the Queen’s Award to Industry in 

1968.1 Despite never gaining great critical acclaim, the studio released 163 

feature length productions between 1935 and 1978, averaging nearly four films a 

year over a period of 43 years, even allowing for the meager three features 

released between 1974 and 1978. 

While Hammer worked across multiple genres, producing everything from 

comedies to science fiction along with war movies and fantasy epics, the 

studio’s bread-and-butter format was always Gothic horror after the surprise 

success of house director Terence Fisher’s The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) 

and Dracula (Horror of Dracula in the USA, 1958). Indeed, nine of Hammer’s ten 

1971 productions can be classed as variations of their Gothic mode. Of the 106 

films Hammer made after 1956, fully half (53) fit their Gothic milieu (including the 

seven ‘women in fear’ pictures scripted by Jimmy Sangster).2 

Hammer’s Gothic horror is vastly different to earlier horror cinema. Shot 

in color, the films show blood and exposed female flesh against a backdrop of 

lavish set-design. 18th century and Victorian literary sources influenced Hammer 

horror films, contributing to their Gothic identity. Once adapted, Gothic and 
                                            
1 “Hammer Horror,” BFI Screenonline, http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/445975/ 
(accessed 4/29/13). 
2 The seven Sangster films are: Scream of Fear (Taste of Fear, 1961), Maniac (1963), Paranoiac 
(1963), Nightmare (1964), Hysteria (1965), The Nanny (1965), and Fear in the Night (1972). 
Straight on Till Morning (1972) also falls under the ‘women in fear’ umbrella of Gothic 
melodrama-cum-psycho thriller and was released as part of a double bill with Fear in the Night 
but Sangster had no involvement with the film. 
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Romantic tales provided faux-medieval, non-specific European settings and a 

predilection for brooding narrative scenarios, where stoic older men conduct 

macabre experiments or rescue virile young women in hybrids of horror and 

melodrama. 

For a while, such films proved popular on both sides of the Atlantic but by 

1978 Hammer’s film production had run its course – only 21 years after Fisher’s 

first Frankenstein. Verging on bankruptcy but never entering administration, 

Hammer studios simply ceased functioning. After an extended period of 

dormancy, Hammer re-emerged in 2007 when a joint Dutch-American enterprise 

purchased the rights to Hammer Film Productions and its entire back 

catalogue.3 

Now a London-based subsidiary of Exclusive Media, the reformed 

Hammer has a central mission: to produce new horror movies for a 21st century 

audience with an established name and reputation, while engaging a more 

modern audience with distribution across multi-media platforms.4 Hammer now 

publishes books, sells posters and soundtracks culled from their extensive 

archives, and hawks an iPhone app.5 To date, the company has released four 

new cinematic features and one web-based serial. 

Regardless of whatever success the post-millennial incarnation of 

Hammer may attain, the owners will be trading on Hammer’s name being 

synonymous with horror in consumers’ minds. In the introduction to his book-

                                            
3 “House of Hammer Rises from the Dead,” Guardian News and Media, 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2007/may/11/mediabusiness.filmnews (accessed 4/29/13). 
4 “De Mol Revives Hammer Horror,” Variety, http://variety.com/2007/film/news/de-mol-revives-
hammer-horror-1117964712/ (accessed 4/29/13), also “About Hammer,” Hammer Films, 
http://www.hammerfilms.com/about (accessed 4/29/13). 
5 “Welcome,” Hammer Films, http://www.hammerfilms.com/ (accessed 4/29/13). 
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length study Hammer and Beyond: The British Horror Film, film scholar Peter 

Hutchings quotes from a 1964 British press clipping which affirms this 

assumption, summing up Hammer’s critical and popular reception during their 

heyday: 

Certain branches of the British cinema are able to weather any crisis: they 
do not so much rise above it as sink beneath it, to a subterranean level 
where the storms over quotas and television competition cannot affect 
them. This sub-cinema consists mainly of two parallel institutions, both 
under ten years old: the Hammer horror and the Carry On comedy. 
(Hutchings 1993: 1) 

 

The main factor behind Hammer’s ultimate inability to stay profitable 

corresponds to the perception that Hammer’s brand overstayed its shelf life. 

Hammer’s Gothic established an easily replicable formula for success, shunned 

product experimentation and continued to blithely ply their stock-in-trade 

without variation until it was too late, or so it is presumed. Implicit in this cycle of 

formulaic production is the assumption that Hammer developed a distinctive 

Gothic product that functioned as a new paradigm for horror narratives. The 

product differentiation that Hammer Gothic granted the studio in the fifties 

simultaneously marked the beginning of the studio’s rise and its precipitous fall 

from grace.  

I believe Hammer established such a successful Gothic ‘mode’ of 

storytelling by co-opting the classical Hollywood narrative paradigm. Doing so 

enabled Hammer to develop a unified house style with a complex but 

recognizable narrative platform that filmmakers could easily alter when adapting 

various projects. Combining normalized, classical studio system storytelling 
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methods with postwar British cultural sensibilities and new aesthetics proved to 

be lucrative for Hammer, but this style template eventually generated its own 

tropes and associations for audiences that no amount of future product 

experimentation could erase.  

In actuality, the evolution of Hammer’s Gothic can be broken into three 

distinct genre periods: 

• Establishment (1956 – 1964): main house director Terence Fisher’s form 

and aesthetic established the Hammer Gothic mode. 

• Experimentation (1965 – 1968): other house directors experiment with 

Gothic horror at Bray studios (a country estate named Down Place, near 

the village of Bray in Berkshire, which Hammer purchased outright in 

1951 and made a production base). 

• Exhaustion (1969 – 1972): the generic exhaustion of the post-Bray years, 

after Hammer had sold Bray and was struggling to stay relevant in a 

rapidly changing genre marketplace. 

 

To explain Hammer’s progression, this thesis shall undertake a neoformal 

analysis of the Gothic horror and determine Hammer’s de facto house style 

between 1956-1972. I will analyze specific films that demonstrate how Hammer 

attempted to adapt the house style to changing times. In codifying Hammer’s 

Gothic milieu I will be analyzing visual style alongside narrative structure, as 

understanding one helps inform the other.  

Supplementing my own close readings of Hammer films are director 

Terence Fisher’s personal notes, which I consulted while conducting archival 

research at the British Film Institute in London. Fisher’s writing helps 
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contextualize the films he made while clarifying his thoughts on his own role as a 

craftsman working on a studio product. The BFI collections provided valuable 

insight into how creative forces combined with industrial strictures during the 

early development of Hammer’s Gothic mode.  

Additionally, I have used free measurement software created by Yuri 

Tsivian and Gunars Civjans to compile tables of the quantifiable data behind the 

Hammer films discussed in this thesis.6 Comparing the data for each film 

allowed me to discern recognizable patterns in each stage of Hammer’s Gothic 

period and interpreting these figures led me to compare changes within 

Hammer to broader industrial and commercial filmmaking trends. Ultimately, this 

quantitative data provides the backbone for my qualitative observations. 

Characterizing Hammer’s breakout Gothic style permits me to 

demonstrate how the studio experimented with their aesthetic in attempts to 

stay ‘fresh’ and profitable. Investigating the poetics of Hammer’s product will 

help contextualize the studio’s fall from popularity and eventual decline. 

Accordingly, my thesis shall lay a foundation for further study by providing a 

stable basis from which to draw associations between aesthetics and industrial 

and cultural changes. To achieve my goals, this thesis shall consist of case 

study analyses of eight films chosen to specifically highlight the establishment 

and subsequent development of Hammer’s Gothic narrative style. 

These eight films have been selected for their historical and industrial 

relevance to Hammer as a film studio – each chapter discusses films indicative 

of Hammer’s genre period. I shall demonstrate both the fluid adaptability of 

                                            
6 Available at http://www.cinemetrics.lv/ (accessed 4/29/13). 
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Hammer’s Gothic storytelling mode and how, despite being a studio product, it 

reflects significant changes within the company. I have been fortunate in that the 

bulk of scholarly writing on Hammer has been almost purely historical in nature, 

situating their output within an industrial-historiographic context. As such, an in-

depth analytical and critical assessment remains to be done, and that is the task 

I seek to undertake. 

 

Chapter Outline 

Chapter one examines the first four Gothic horror films Terence Fisher 

made for Hammer: The Curse of Frankenstein, Horror of Dracula, The Revenge 

of Frankenstein (1958), and The Hound of the Baskervilles (1959). Shot 

consecutively at Bray studios, these four films established Hammer’s Gothic 

mode while re-appropriating horror. Fisher, screenwriter Jimmy Sangster, 

cinematographer Jack Asher, and production designer Bernard Robinson co-

created a formal and stylistic framework for other Hammer Gothic films to 

imitate and manipulate. 

Chapter two examines The Plague of the Zombies (John Gilling, 1966) 

and The Devil Rides Out (The Devil’s Bride in the US [Fisher, 1968]), juxtaposing 

the two to demonstrate how Gilling’s movie exemplifies Hammer’s Bray-era 

Gothic style while the other attempts to update the Gothic after moving from 

Bray studios. Both films demonstrate the flexibility of Hammer’s studio setup in 

different ways. The Plague of the Zombies experiments with house style while 

reinforcing Hammer’s Gothic traits with a different creative crew than Fisher’s 

earlier Gothic movies. Co-scripted by Peter Bryan and Anthony Hinds (under his 
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John Elder pseudonym), the film is based on an original story by Peter Bryan 

and does not rely on a famous monster, name actor, or glamorous leading lady 

– marking Hammer’s move away from literary franchises and established star 

actors while trading on the reputation of the house name and style.  

The Devil Rides Out attempts a similar departure from historical fiction to 

update Gothic horror. Fisher’s third last directorial role features a Richard 

Matheson screenplay adapted from a novel by contemporary British occult 

writer, Dennis Wheatley. The Devil Rides Out updates Hammer’s Gothic setting 

to a period within living memory (1920), introduces an evil human agent as 

antagonist, and features a number of special effects set pieces. Both of these 

films are historically interesting because of their subject matter. Gilling’s film was 

the first movie to feature explicitly undead zombies, predating George Romero’s 

Night of the Living Dead by two years.  

Production of Fisher’s movie had been planned since 1964 and was 

eventually released in 1967, the year before Roman Polanski’s Rosemary’s 

Baby. Polanski’s film is usually credited with generating a cinematic interest in 

the occult that went mainstream when the majors moved to genre production, 

with Warner Bros’s The Exorcist (William Friedkin, 1973) and Twentieth Century-

Fox’s The Omen (Richard Donner, 1976). The Plague of the Zombies and The 

Devil Rides Out demonstrate the fluidity of Hammer Gothic, but also indicate its 

limits as a brand. The studio was willing to experiment with formula to anticipate 

audience demands but only by couching horror in a recognizable framework. 

In chapter three I evaluate Hammer post-Bray studios, analyzing The 

Vampire Lovers (Roy Ward Baker, 1970) and Dracula A.D. 1972 (Alan Gibson, 

1972). Hammer’s aesthetic strategy in the seventies seemed driven by response 
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to competitors as opposed to genre innovation. This failure to stay ahead of the 

curve contributed to the studio’s financial insolvency in the mid-seventies. J. 

Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla provides the source material for The Vampire 

Lovers, introducing lesbian vampires to the genre mix of sixties permissiveness 

in an effort to strike a balance between classic novel adaptation and exploitation 

cinema’s sexual titillation. Dracula A.D. 1972 was adapted from an original script 

but reflects the generic exhaustion of Hammer’s Gothic mode. Receiving poor 

reviews upon release, the film signaled the end of Hammer’s Gothic horror. 

Despite stylistic differences, the eight films in this study are all exemplary 

cases of Hammer’s rich Gothic milieu. This sampling underscores how the 

Gothic mode’s unified classical storytelling permits a fluid genre style across 

multiple adaptations and iterations. The product differentiation the Gothic mode 

granted Hammer as the Hollywood studio system faltered blessed Hammer with 

an immediately recognizable product.  

 

Classical Horror History 

 The Universal Studios horror cinema from the twenties through the fifties 

also drew inspiration from European folklore and the Anglo-Saxon Gothic and 

Romantic literary canon. Universal became famous for reimagining such tales as 

The Phantom of the Opera (Julian, 1925), Dracula (Browning, 1931), and 

Frankenstein (Whale, 1931), making genre stars of Lon Chaney, Bela Lugosi, and 

Boris Karloff and turning their monsters into cultural icons. 

This earlier horror cycle came along in the heyday of the Hollywood 

studio era, when executive Carl Laemmle, Jr. was Universal’s head of 
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production. Universal’s monster movies were shot in black and white and visibly 

stylized, implementing canted angles and low-key lighting. In this respect the 

films assimilated German expressionist storytelling methods from the large 

number of European émigrés in Hollywood at the time. Laemmle, Jr. left 

Universal in 1936 but the studio persisted with monster movies, most notably 

releasing The Wolf Man, starring Lon Chaney, Jr. (Waggner, 1941) and The 

Creature from the Black Lagoon (Arnold, 1954). 

Shrewdly cashing in on the established appeal of their franchise stars, 

Universal released a popular series of comedy films where comedian-duo Bud 

Abbott and Lou Costello encountered the studio’s famous monsters. This cycle 

began with Bud Abbot and Lou Costello meet Frankenstein (Barton, 1948) – 

featuring Bela Lugosi and Lon Chaney, Jr. reprising their roles as Dracula and 

The Wolf Man. These movies deliberately traded on the accumulated tropes of 

Universal’s iconic horror stable, signifying stagnation in Universal’s horror 

formula. Thus, when Hammer released new versions of Frankenstein and 

Dracula in the late-fifties, a paradigm shift occurred. 

While Hammer lifted the same source material as Universal, its British 

horror depicted blood, violence, and bare skin in color and in ways that earlier 

American industrial standards had prohibited. Terence Fisher emerged as main 

house director when his breakout reimaginings of Frankenstein and Dracula 

gave audiences a new form of horror that took root with subsequent Gothic 

outings by various new Hammer house directors.  
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Unfamiliar Genre Style 

Perpetually reincarnating Stoker and Shelley tales among others provided 

a rough generic template for later Hammer Gothic films. These templates were 

hard to reshape, both formally and in the minds of consumers. In Hollywood 

Genres, Thomas Schatz draws a convincing parallel between the makeup of film 

grammar and language, arguing that film narrative becomes a recognizable 

genre when it recalibrates familiar denotative signs into a new configuration 

(Schatz 1981: 19). Schatz cites single cinematic occurrences – individual genre 

films – as potentially affecting the entire organizing structure from which they 

sprung and by which they are controlled (Schatz 1981: 20).  

This is precisely the set of circumstances Hammer created when Fisher’s 

movies came out in the late fifties – they altered the recognized genre 

landscape. Not only were the films in color, they were also shot in widescreen 

and with narratives emphasizing human characters as opposed to focusing on 

the monster’s rampage, as US monster and Japanese Kaiju movies of the time 

were doing.7 Hammer movies were filmed in an understated way, similar to the 

continuity editing of studio era Hollywood. However, Hammer directors often 

depicted violent acts before cutting away. Alongside blood and nudity, these 

tactics shocked and delighted cinema attendees while displeasing critics. 

Hammer’s Gothic horror differentiated itself from traditional Hollywood fare in a 

manner consistent with the Russian formalist concept of defamiliarization. 

In Breaking the Glass Armor, Kristin Thompson’s landmark book 

delineating the merits of neoformal analysis, Thompson discusses the impact of 

                                            
7 Them! (Douglas, 1954) is probably the most famous American example, while Godzilla (Honda, 
1954) serves as the archetype for Japanese Kaiju. 
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defamiliarization upon art forms. When defining the term, she quotes Russian 

theorist Viktor Shklovsky: “The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar,’ 

to make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception 

because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be 

prolonged” (Thompson 1988: 10). Thus, art represents the everyday made 

‘strange’, whether by rearranging pre-existing formal patterns or contexts, or 

drawing deliberate attention to new or different aesthetic qualities. 

Thompson asserts that if originally unfamiliar artworks are exhaustively 

reiterated, they become formulaic as their strangeness is lost (11). Artworks can 

eventually become familiar as they are “automatized” through industrial 

practices, giving rise to genre creation in the film industry (11).  Thompson 

attests that while automatization renders individual genre forms familiar to a 

viewer and with one another, they will never be exactly the same, as each 

represents reality in slightly different, stylized ways. As a result, the works most 

strange or different from convention seem most original (11). Thompson further 

contends that defamiliarization allows artists to manipulate existing ideas and 

forms to make them seem new (13). Thompson’s insights into the role familiarity 

plays in determining aesthetic form and taste help explain why Fisher’s Gothic 

horror was such a milestone for Hammer and horror cinema at large. 

Initially planned as low-budget quickies, with no advertising or press, 

Hammer’s first Gothic films managed to inadvertently renegotiate the generic 

contract of the horror picture. By utilizing neoformal analysis, I shall describe 

what form Hammer’s defamiliarization from the classical paradigm took and how 

it functions as a stable storytelling template. This in turn will demonstrate how 

Hammer’s Gothic mode entered a baroque phase towards the seventies as their 
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own formal and stylistic process became automatized, even as different creative 

staff tried to update Hammer’s genre formula. 

 

Analyzing Horror 

Horror cinema has historically been a much-derided art form, regularly 

dismissed since its earliest iterations as low culture, yet universally popular in 

spite of this designation (or feasibly, because of it).  In his landmark essay on 

society’s construction of different tastes, Pierre Bourdieu attests that “tastes are 

perhaps first and foremost distastes, disgust provoked by horror or visceral 

intolerance of the tastes of others” [author’s emphasis] (Bourdieu 1984: 57). 

Bourdieu adduces that “It is no accident that when they [(dis)tastes] have to be 

justified, they are asserted negatively, by the refusal of other tastes” (Bourdieu 

1984: 57). Like all genre forms, horror has undergone multiple reconfigurations 

in how it presents its conventions and how we interpret its codes.  

The very concept of horror is polysemic. Horror is a chimera, a counter-

cultural grotesque perpetually morphing to reflect social concerns or trends. By 

its very nature the newest, most outré horror cinema is a representation or 

commentary for the contemporaneous zeitgeist. Critics perennially renegotiate 

horror per socio-cultural changes over time. When one horror cycle draws to an 

end, it enters a self-parodic baroque period from which a new genre cycle 

develops, reacting to now familiar horror imagery and stylings. A retroactive 

champion of the previous cycle usually descries the new, unfamiliar horror. 

Examining a film’s form, style, content, and themes can help define these 

‘phases’ of horror cinema.  In The Classical Hollywood Cinema, David Bordwell 
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draws a parallel between the structure of classical Hollywood studio cinema and 

its contemporary society’s normative behaviors, finding one reflected in the 

other. Bordwell claims: 

 

[…] classical cinema draws upon practical or ethico-socio-political norms 
[…] For example, heterosexual romance is one value in American society, 
but that value takes on an aesthetic function in the classical cinema (as, 
say, the typical motivation for the principal line of action). (Bordwell, et al.: 
5) 

 

Narratives that correlate to real world heteronormative practices – as well 

as their inverse – allow classical storytelling to resonate with as wide an 

audience as possible, which is vital to a studio-based system. Writing on 

American horror cinema in 1979, long after Hollywood’s ‘Golden age’ studio 

production dissolved, Robin Wood comes to the same conclusion as Bordwell 

regarding the role cultural forces play in contributing to coherent cinematic 

narratives. 

In his essay An Introduction to the American Horror Film, Wood combines 

a psychoanalytic approach to reading horror films with formal observations of 

their distinct, recurring motifs (Wood 1979: 201, 207). He compiles a list of 

commonly occurring horror subjects that modern white Anglo-Saxon Protestant 

culture usually represses. Citing examples, Wood explains how children (The 

Omen), homosexuality (Nosferatu [Murnau, 1922]), and female sexuality (Sisters 

[De Palma, 1973]) become horrific by virtue of their ‘otherness’ in the horror 

narrative, thus threatening heteronormativity (201) and linking societal concerns 
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with common horror themes (themes that eventually become iconic tropes 

through repeated genre usage).  

Wood further delineates the more specific commonalities that mark “the 

return of the repressed” in horror movies since the sixties, while intentionally 

excluding Hammer’s horror films from his analysis (207). Here Wood lists the 

heterogeneous cores of American horror from the sixties onwards and notes 

that each disparate theme locates horror within the family unit itself. The five 

motifs Wood lists and their examples are: 

 

a. The Monster as human psychotic or schizophrenic: Psycho […] b. The 

revenge of Nature: The Birds […]  

c. Satanism, diabolic possession, the Antichrist: Rosemary’s Baby […]  

d. The Terrible Child (often closely related to the above) […] Night of the 

Living Dead […]  

e. Cannibalism: […] The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. (Wood 1979: 207)8 

  

These society-generated horror motifs emphasize Wood’s ultimate point. 

In dealing with human evil and nihilism in less overtly stylized narratives (i.e., 

‘real’ acts happening to ‘real’ people), horror movies of the sixties and seventies 

                                            
8 Interestingly, while Wood actively excludes Hammer from his working hypothesis, the 
company made films satisfying at least 3 out of Wood’s 5 motif groups (and potentially more, 
regarding the looseness of definition at work here), covering a, c, and d while also locating 
horror as originating in the family. Wood was, however, writing specifically on American horror 
cinema, despite the potential confusion caused by his list which features several Hitchcock 
movies, includes another film, Raw Meat (in section e), which was a British production helmed 
by an American director (Gary Sherman), and also features Rosemary’s Baby which was directed 
by the Polish Roman Polanski. By way of compensation Wood does indicate that these films 
exist outside of “the main British tradition represented by Hammer Productions”, thus Wood 
recognizes that there is something inherently different about Hammer’s horror output (207). 
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portray very different fears than the Universal classics or Hammer’s Gothic 

milieu. While Wood uses structural methodology to underline his argument, my 

approach shall be less theoretically ambitious but no less thorough.  

As this thesis shall define the formal, visual style of Hammer Gothic 

horror, I agree with film critic Thomas M. Sipos when in his introductory text, 

Horror Film Aesthetics, he scathingly argues: 

 

while reading symbols into a film can be fun, if one respects horror, one 
should let the film speak for itself. Explicit interpretations overrule the 
implicit. Aesthetic effect […] overrules tenuous, socio-political symbolism. 
(Sipos 2012: 47)  

Accordingly, my analysis will provide a stable stylistic and formal foundation for 

future socio-ideological or cultural study.   

In a manner consistent with Sipos’ ideal, Kristin Thompson demonstrates 

that more recent horror does not stray too radically from classical norms, 

regardless of content and despite a shake up of structural form. Thompson 

negotiates both The Silence of the Lambs (Demme, 1990) and Alien (Scott, 

1979) through salient breakdowns of narrative form in her book Storytelling in 

the New Hollywood. Here Thompson notes that the classical narrative system 

provides scope for the individual horror stylings of each film alongside 

established genre tropes. Ultimately, Thompson convincingly argues that a 

stable narrative system allows for complex narratives to be easily 

comprehensible and enjoyable while also permitting filmmakers to display 

virtuosity in their craft.  
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Literature Review 

David Pirie, the first critic to positively engage with Hammer’s films on a 

scholarly level, aligns Hammer with the studio era. Pirie saw Hammer operating 

as a mini-major in a dilution of the early Hollywood mode of production (Pirie 

1973: 42). In his book-length study of British horror, Pirie contends that: 

 

[…] perhaps the most obvious analogy is with one of the small Hollywood 
studios of the 1930s and forties [sic] like Republic or Monogram; for 
almost overnight Hammer became a highly efficient factory for a vast 
series of exploitation pictures made on tight budgets with a repertory 
company of actors and a small Buckinghamshire estate. […] Unlike so 
many other companies, they established a consistent ‘B’ feature pattern 
whereby the credits changed only a fraction from film to film, with 
perhaps one variable factor, script or direction or camera, among the 
constants. This makes it much easier to assess who is responsible for 
what elements in their output, and a study of the films should reveal quite 
a lot about the basic process of commercial film-making in this country 
and about how far one can apply the auteur theory in the context of 
British cinema. (Pirie 1973: 43) 

 

The auteur theory was still being codified in the seventies, and seeing 

critically derided Hammer director Terence Fisher as the hand that shaped 

Hammer’s Gothic aesthetic, Pirie was keen to be the first to resituate Fisher as 

an auteur (49, 52). To assert Fisher’s status as artist, Pirie uses the incipient 

auteur theories of Andrew Sarris and Peter Wollen, arguing that the classic 

tenets of auteurism are enough to establish Fisher’s auteurist credentials.9 

                                            
9 For Sarris – a director whose films exhibit technical proficiency, personal style, and interior 
meaning. For Wollen – a structural understanding of auteurism that comprehends the author as 
one responsible for the construction of recurring motifs and thematic myth making repeated 
over an entire body of work. For more detail see Sarris, and Wollen, also Pirie pages 49-65. 
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While it is true that Fisher’s first two horror films established Hammer’s 

Gothic horror style, Pirie’s insight provides a built-in form of circular reasoning to 

the argument for classifying Fisher, or any Hammer filmmaker, as the sole 

artistic visionary behind a cinematic work.10 Namely, Pirie flaunts Aristotle’s 

principle of non-contradiction by suggesting Fisher be held solely responsible 

for a cinematic product after repeatedly crediting Hammer as a ‘repertory’ 

company where everyone involved in production plays a vital part.11 

Nevertheless, Pirie’s call for authorship study of Hammer’s films itself is 

pertinent. 

Underpinning Pirie’s work is the assumption that Hammer created a 

recognizable, distinctive house style. Adapting films from classical British and 

Irish Gothic and Romantic literature meant that Hammer used British cultural 

history to provide a template for a sustainable business model (albeit one that 

hinged on American funding and distribution). However, to date there exists no 

critical investigation into the exact form Hammer’s Gothic took, or if and how the 

style varied from film to film.  

A thorough neoformal analysis of Hammer’s films should explicitly 

examine the Gothic mode’s marked visual style and narrative structuring. Some 

writers have incorporated brief, incomplete formal analysis into their research 

but only to highlight Hammer’s engagement with British cultural relics or to 

argue for Terence Fisher as auteur. While it may be impossible to categorically 

attribute authorship to any one individual who worked on a Hammer production, 

                                            
10 The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) and The Horror of Dracula (1958). 
11 Or ‘Law of Excluded Middle’, the principle being that a statement cannot be simultaneously 
true and false. 
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it is possible to codify Hammer’s Gothic films to understand how they function, 

how they differ from previous horror cycles, and elucidate the causal 

relationship they share with the company’s fate. 

In her recent article, Beyond the Forest: Terence Fisher and Transylvania, 

film historian Sue Harper has valuably pointed to Fisher’s Transylvanian-set 

Gothic films as consistently representing a distinct European topos, specific to 

no real time or location. These pan-European spaces, Harper argues, create 

amorphous, romanticized locales for British cultural fantasies and archetypes to 

play out and dwell within (Harper 2006: 144). While recognizing the studio-based 

industrial strictures of Fisher’s directorial career, Harper attributes most of the 

creative insight to Fisher but also extends credit to Hammer production designer 

Bernard Robinson (145-147). Also, decades after Pirie’s initial study, film 

scholars Wheeler Winston Dixon and Peter Hutchings penned book-length 

studies on Fisher in separate attempts to negotiate his entire career. 

More concerned with how filmmakers affect studio product, Dixon wrote 

a book solely dedicated to Fisher, The Charm of Evil: The Life and Films of 

Terence Fisher, and composed a separate, shorter piece detailing 

cinematographer and Hammer house director Freddie Francis’ working life, 

titled The Films of Freddie Francis. Where Dixon focuses on individual directors, 

Hutchings wrote Terence Fisher, but only after Hammer and Beyond, The British 

Horror Film – a text that attempts to situate Hammer within the overall context of 

British horror cinema history. In the latter piece, Hutchings contends that while 

British horror does not represent reality per se, it does equivocally draw upon 

moments and concerns in social history to furnish horror narratives with themes 

relevant to contemporary audiences (Hutchings 1993: 1-2). 
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Dixon’s writing follows a more direct auteurist bent in comparing Fisher to 

John Ford. He compares the two filmmakers and how their cinematic subjects 

contemplate national myth and cultural memory through genre - for Fisher the 

British Gothic, Ford the American Western (Dixon 1991: 1). In Terence Fisher, 

Hutchings looks to the socio-cultural themes of Fisher’s, and by extension 

Hammer’s Gothic movies (Hutchings 2001: 3-5). Hutchings expands his Fisher 

project by meshing his observations with a psychoanalytical framework when 

discussing British horror at large. In Hammer and Beyond: The British Horror 

Film, Hutchings suggests Fisher furnished Hammer’s Gothic with a stable set of 

heteronormative values, operating around a patriarchal core that uses oedipal 

tropes to structure narrative events (Hutchings 1993: 66-68, 72-73). 

Midway between theory and popular journalism, Sinclair McKay’s book, A 

Thing of Unspeakable Horror, provides a more recent historical overview of 

Hammer while subjectively aligning itself with Hutchings’ understanding that 

horror films by-and-large reflect a society’s broader cultural trends. McKay fails 

to provide film or period-specific examples, but he does list 13 Hammer film 

“leitmotifs” in his opening chapter, What is a Hammer film? (7). McKay describes 

various recurring stylistic affectations from Hammer’s Gothic fare, such as: 

“Christopher Lee’s blood-red contact lenses [and] Gobbets of blood with an 

occasional milkshake-like texture”  (7, 10). While his tone is semi-comedic, 

McKay recognizes that Hammer’s brand of horror is distinct but never quite 

bridges the gap between stylistic analysis and studio history. 

More explicitly historiographic in nature, Denis Meikle’s well-researched 

book, A History of Horrors, provides a detailed corporate account of the entire 

span of Hammer’s existence. Although he contributes personal opinions of 
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select films, Meikle avoids overt formal or cultural analyses and instead focuses 

on the industrial and personal histories of Hammer’s staff, collaborators, and 

business partners. In pursuing such a tack, Meikle provides prudent personal 

histories of company executives James Carreras and Anthony Hinds, their 

relationships with other companies, the censors, and their contributions to 

Hammer’s various projects. In so doing, Meikle underscores the general ‘studio 

system’ approach of Hammer Film Productions without engaging with or 

detracting from the artistry of the films themselves. 

Another survey of Hammer’s history, Hammer, House of Horror, focuses 

almost exclusively on the films to create a historical narrative for the studio. 

Howard Maxford’s book demonstrates the breadth of Hammer’s genre output 

by moving chronologically through each of its releases, providing perfunctory 

plot summaries and brief industrial contexts for each. Tom Johnson and 

Deborah Del Vecchio’s Hammer Films, An Exhaustive Filmography provides a 

similar film-centric account, including plot summaries and production credits for 

every Hammer film. Providing brief overviews of each film’s critical reception 

garnered from newspaper and fanzine clippings, Johnson and Del Vecchio’s 

meticulously researched book combines subjective response to Hammer films 

with their objective production data to show how they were received upon their 

original release dates. Through these various historical accounts of Hammer 

studios, a bigger picture emerges - one of Hammer as British cultural institution. 
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Authorship and Genre Formation 

While not directly engaging with Hammer, Jim Kitses’ insightful study of 

authorship and the generic appeal of the western can apply to Hammer’s work 

in the Gothic genre. Kitses proposes that the western is American history as 

much as it signifies various, multi-faceted ideas of the romanticized Western 

frontier (Kitses 1970: 19). Kitses maintains that inherent in representations of the 

West are philosophical dialectics which serve as connotative reflections of 

meaning, thus structuring the themes and motifs of the genre (20). By describing 

the western qua western in such a fashion, Kitses posits that genres are fluid 

agglomerations of a priori ‘bundles of meaning’ constantly engaging with 

history, themes, archetypes, and icons (27). 

For Pirie, Hammer did nothing less than establish a British national 

cinema. Pirie sees Hammer’s Gothic oeuvre as simultaneously mythologizing 

and bastardizing British literary and cultural history (Pirie 1973: 9-10, 22). 

Hammer Gothic functions analogously to how Kitses sees the Western operating 

as surrogate for a nostalgic American idyll. By reworking hallowed texts from 

Great Britain’s parochial past, Hammer realigned the British cultural milieu to 

engage with a specific, contemporary cultural moment. Hammer co-opted 

British myth-making and forged a genuine national cinema in the aftermath of 

World War Two when the nation was searching for an identity in a new post-

colonial era. Thus, Hammer’s reclamation and reiteration of the Gothic genre, 

recalling Britain’s illustrious colonial past and egocentric notions of nationalistic 

superiority, had particular cultural capital in the postwar period. 

This consecration of cultural memory can be classed as a form of 

Foucault’s ‘author function’. Hammer’s Gothic mode serves as a transcendental 
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method of socio-historical engagement with a repository of connotative cultural 

memory. However, this consecration does not extend to the mass-produced 

commercial product. While Hammer’s Gothic mode furnished the British and 

American national psyches with the temporal-spatial aura of a bygone-era, film 

theorist John G. Cawelti draws attention to the generic function behind the 

Hammer Gothic, a story form that capitalist consumerism can draw upon for 

profit. 

Hammer’s Gothic is consistent with Cawelti’s four modes of generic 

transformation, particularly his second mode: ‘the cultivation of nostalgia’ 

(Cawelti 1992: 88).12 Cawelti theorizes that genre films can evoke powerful 

responses in viewers by drawing attention to the links between past and 

present. This is certainly the case with Hammer’s Gothic oeuvre, as they 

simultaneously depended on the canon for literary, cinematic, and historical 

familiarity while repurposing these same works for profit. This is, however, part-

and-parcel of Foucault’s author function concept, that a capitalist organization 

can cohere a product around an idea with no specific agent and promote it, 

which Hammer did after Fisher’s genre breakout. Thus, while Hammer was 

technically adapting literary texts the studio was also depending on audience 

familiarity with Universal’s classic horror films of the thirties and forties and a 

willingness to see old stories told in new ways. 

 

                                            
12 Cawelti’s other modes are: the formulaic performance of the “burlesque proper” (the inversion 
of familiar situations), using traditional generic tropes to “demythologize” (drawing attention to 
structures in order to highlight the falseness of the myth), and the “affirmation” of myth (genre 
myths shown to be false but are reclaimed regardless for their own sake and to re-establish 
basic human needs). See Cawelti pages 87-93. 
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Fisher as Auteur 

While Wheeler Winston Dixon makes concessions to the formulaic genius 

of Hammer’s early system of production, he does not see this as problematic in 

arguing for Fisher as auteur (Dixon 1991: 223). Early on, Dixon states that: “Both 

Ford and Fisher were solid studio craftsmen who came up through the system 

and rose to the top of it. Both were genre artists” (Dixon 1991: 1). Dixon sees 

the studio system as a requirement for Fisher to produce his genre works of art. 

Peter Hutchings’ book also cleaves to this opinion when considering 

Fisher’s role within Hammer’s system. Hutchings reasserts that Fisher was only 

able to create a coherent Gothic mythopoeia by operating within Hammer’s 

relatively constant production setup. Hutchings claims “[Fisher’s] prolificity is 

only possible within an efficient and stable production context where roles and 

responsibilities are clearly defined” (Hutchings 2001: 82). Hutchings goes on to 

underscore his point about Hammer’s production setup, reminding us that:  

 

[…] any realistic account of Fisher’s contribution to Hammer horror needs 
to be aware of the collaborative contexts within which he was working 
and should avoid giving him credit for elements in particular films which 
were manifestly the work of others. This inevitably means focusing on the 
staging of the horror dramas – their mise-en-scene – as the main area in 
which Fisher intervened into the production process […]. (Hutchings 
2001: 83) 

 

It is worth noting, however, that Fisher was inordinately involved with 

each Gothic production he directed, contributing more input than needed from a 

director. Fisher added extensive notes to shooting scripts and heavily amended 

content for several scenes. He also altered dialogue before shooting, often 
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adding several pages of new dialogue to scripts, as evident in his personal 

notebooks and draft scripts housed at the BFI. Sue Harper attests that Fisher 

maintained a degree of autonomy as a studio filmmaker, claiming both Hinds 

and Sangster were happy to let him modify scripts and share an aesthetic 

sensibility with production designer Bernard Robinson (Harper: 145-147). 

Fisher believed a director should maintain a high level of technical 

competence, as Sarris’ conception of auteurism stipulates, albeit without 

defining the term itself. In Fisher’s personal notes for an autobiography he 

writes: “Knowledge of craft essential [,] it has to be learned to fulfill the art 

[illegible] of Film Directing” (Terence Fisher Collection, BFI, Item 21). Clearly 

seeing his work as art, Fisher then defines what he means by craft: “Craft = 

Camera lenses & movement of camera – Sets interpretive of storyline, mood, 

colour, Dress Design should work with Art Director in use of colour” (Terence 

Fisher Collection, BFI, Item 21).   

Realizing the importance Fisher placed on mise-en-scène helps us 

appreciate how vital a part he played in establishing Hammer’s Gothic, and how 

their Gothic mode could, and did, change when Fisher was not involved. Dixon 

and Hutchings both point to Fisher’s rise in the film industry, where he held 

several positions before becoming a director, contributing to his conception of 

filmmaking and the role of the director. Fisher worked as a film editor before 

becoming a director, a skill that leading man Peter Cushing saw as integral to 

the look of his finished product. In an interview with David Thompson, Cushing 

explains: “They [editors] can help with the economy of the film; because he 

knows exactly where he wants to cut the picture. So you don’t get yards and 
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yards of footage that isn’t ever to be used” (Hammer Film Productions 

Collection, BFI, Item 15, 1987).  

Fisher’s Gothic films all move at a brisk pace and exercise narrative 

economy. We can further align Fisher with John Ford in that they were directors 

clearly in charge of principal photography – as evidenced by Fisher’s notes and 

the testimony of his collaborators – shooting only what they needed and making 

it difficult or unnecessary for others (producers or executives) to alter their work 

once shooting had been completed without compromising the film’s coherence 

and sense of narrative unity. Ultimately, however, Fisher was an employee in a 

studio-based production system and had to operate within that system. This 

was a hierarchy that enabled other studio employees to be inserted when 

necessary – a system that duly evolved a recognizable ‘look’ and structure. 

 

Hammer Studio Style 

In accordance with the accepted notion that cinema has assimilated the 

functions of other media forms that operate on classical storytelling, Hammer’s 

Gothic paradigm coheres around the Aristotelian unities of time, place, and 

action. In terms of dramatic structure, the films themselves uniformly comply 

with the three-act narrative and syuzhet established by the classical Hollywood 

system, comprising a comparable average shot length and similar number of 

shots over a total runtime between 75-90 minutes, and featuring a causally 

motivated narrative. Stylistically Hammer’s Gothic mode differs from the 

classical paradigm while providing scope for generic variation from film to film.  
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All of Hammer’s Gothic narratives take place within the confines of a 

mythopoeic pan-European past, usually in a Gothic hinterland at the fringes of 

civilization. Secondly, and connectedly, the story locations of Hammer’s Gothic 

films are Romantically stylized locales – imaginary settings bearing little 

resemblance to actual places (unless specifically named within the fabula or 

source material, such as the Bavarian town of Ingolstadt in Frankenstein). The 

set design and staging of Hammer’s Gothic owes much to the company’s studio 

space at Bray. Operating out of Bray Studios meant that Hammer could quickly 

and cheaply put together features at the production facility using the same 

locations, sets, and props, often shooting separate films back-to-back once into 

the sixties (McKay 2007: 15). The manor house itself lent many stately interior 

shots to Hammer’s Dracula and Frankenstein features in particular.  

Having Bray granted the Gothic mode a stylistic continuity. The same 

group of people working together over numerous thematically linked projects 

inevitably influenced the final look of the films. Hammer’s Gothic horror narrative 

mode constructed a distinctly British form of Grand Guignol arising from a set of 

genre conventions combining aesthetic style, technique, and narrative content. 

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and Bram Stoker’s Dracula both provide the bulk of 

inspiration for numerous Hammer Gothic iterations, with Peter Cushing and 

Christopher Lee repeatedly cast in those respective roles, becoming genre stars 

in the process. Most noticeable among the differences between Hammer’s 

Frankenstein and Dracula and their classical Hollywood horror forebears is the 

industrial transition from black and white film stock to color.  

Fisher and Hammer cinematographer, Jack Asher, shot both proto-

Gothic movies on Technicolor’s newer Eastmancolor negatives, using low-key 
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lighting to produce dramatic images emphasizing color. While earlier 

Technicolor films require higher lighting levels to dissipate shadows and improve 

color saturation, Asher’s strategy sought to utilize not only shadows but also 

vibrant coloring to create more dramatic scenes. While expensive, Eastman 

stock showed viewers horror movie viscera in color for the first time, shocking 

and delighting young audiences but repulsing critics. 

When shooting horror in wide-screen Eastmancolor, Fisher’s camera 

lingers on gaudy spatters of blood too bright red to be real. Hammer reclaimed 

horror cinema from the baroque parody of fifties studio movies while also 

asserting a new aesthetic artifice. Hammer’s mise-en-scène and lighting setup 

pursued a form of stylized magical realism over the psychologically charged 

expressionist set design of early monster movies. However, traditional narrative 

structures and normalized continuity practices tapped into already established 

audience expectations. Once familiar creatures were now horrifically redesigned, 

in vivid color, enacting more violent scenes, and kick starting a staid genre. 

Period-accurate settings and realistic dimensions complimented 

Hammer’s fantastical stories by striking a dramatic mid-point between realism 

and affect. Fisher’s ‘organic’ and methodical camerawork compliments the set 

dressing, establishing a precedent that persists throughout the Gothic mode. 

Plots unfold in linear fashion through character exposition and causal narrative 

events; Fisher and screenwriter, Jimmy Sangster, move economically through 

narratives stripped of unnecessary dialogue, action, or dead time. 

Fisher and Sangster deliberately chose to avoid comedy in their films. 

Dialogue is written and delivered straight, Fisher refusing to insert comedic 
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juxtapositions or unnecessary shock-cuts for effect.13 Sangster’s script 

emphasizes human development and characterization over kinetic action and 

set pieces. Fisher’s stylistic choices enhance the natural feel of the story-events 

but also the artifice of actors performing dramatically on a stage. Initially, 

audiences welcomed this fresh approach to horror narratives, as opposed to the 

over-reliance on chiaroscuro lighting, exaggerated architecture, and external 

representations of internal psychological states associated with Ufa and 

Universal’s genre fare, and which had by the fifties entered a parodic stage.  

While Hammer films depicted mythic affectation, complete with 

fantastical lighting and coloring, the tangible ‘realness’ of the locations they 

were shot in and around, combined with Fisher and Sangster’s straight take on 

their source materials, lent a believable, more serious air to the films. Hammer’s 

Gothic sets, location shot at Bray, differentiated their product from Universal’s 

overtly ‘constructed’ sets and even Roger Corman’s Poe adaptations for 

American International Pictures, all shot on soundstages. After 1968, when 

Hammer was forced to leave Bray and use other British studio lots such as 

Elstree or Pinewood, or actual locations, their films noticeably changed as the 

company could no longer control their own budgetary limitations as rigorously 

as they once could. 

                                            
13 Fisher does, however, occasionally use shock-cuts when the narrative calls for it. When 
revealing Christopher Lee’s creature for the first time in The Curse of Frankenstein, for example, 
Fisher’s camera tracks very quickly towards the creature’s face to heighten the horrific impact of 
his grotesquely scarred features. Peter Hutchings compares this scene with its equivalent in 
James Whale’s Frankenstein, noting how Fisher chooses to shock the audience with a quick 
reveal as opposed to Whale’s longer take that depicts a shambling, perhaps more sympathetic 
creature. See Hutchings, pages 85-86. 
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Terence Fisher and screenwriter Jimmy Sangster’s scripting decisions 

and non-parodic handling of material that could easily have been rendered 

kitsch allowed early Hammer films to strike a balance between film as national 

product - an icon of high, artistic cultural achievement - and film as commodity – 

a lowbrow, pop culture entertainment. This dichotomy is contentious when 

thinking about Hammer’s output. Shooting explicit (for the period) violence and 

gore anticipated the youth market of postwar Britain and America, where British 

teenagers in particular had spending power for the first time in history.  

 

Postwar Cinema 

Hammer’s Gothic cycle coincided with a transitional period in film history. 

The fifties into the sixties saw the end of the Hollywood studio system and the 

primacy of its character-driven narratives. American horror had crossed over 

into science fiction or comedy in early formations of genre hybridity or outright 

parody. With the notable exceptions of both Peeping Tom (Powell, 1960) and 

Psycho (Hitchcock, 1960), horror was now either so called ‘Atom-age’ movies – 

speculative sci-fi that dwelled on alien invaders or was populated by mutated 

giant bugs – or baroque efforts featuring Abbot and Costello encountering 

Universal’s famous monsters and their associated tropes.  

Unfortunately, by the late sixties ‘Hammer horror’ became a signifier for 

cheap and shoddily made predictable schlock. The critical reception had shifted 

from shocked outrage to bored acceptance, while the youth audience tired of 

derivative Gothic tropes and associations. The artifice that had signaled 

Hammer’s breakthrough Gothic films, fresh compared to classical Hollywood 
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horror, had itself been almost instantly surpassed and rendered passé by 

changing genre tastes. Both Psycho and Peeping Tom were released in 1960 

with narratives manipulating a realistic mise-en-scène and heightened sense of 

threat to implicate and involve the audience, revealing Hammer’s Gothic 

iterations, fresh in the late-fifties, to be increasingly self-parodic as the new 

decade wore on.14 

The seventies bore witness to the rise of the ‘movie-brat’ inspired New 

Hollywood, with an emphasis on more kinetic storytelling and special effects, 

and on low-budget exploitation cinema with a more ‘human’ horror and nihilism. 

In continental Europe, the postwar cinema oscillated between art and popular 

commerce. National cinemas, such as Italian Neorealism, arose from minds, 

landscapes, and entire economies shattered and recovering from WWII. 

While helping stabilize Europe in the wake of war, Britain’s road to 

recovery and the state of its film industry were precarious. The British 

Government introduced protectionist legislation to support national interests in 

the face of potential American profiteering with the ‘Dalton Duty’ in August 1947, 

adding a 75 percent tax on American films (Variety 1952: 4: 20).15 Ostensibly this 

was to protect British cinematic and economic interests but had the undesirable 

effect of prompting a vindicatory American ban on exporting films to the UK. 

Subsequently, without new US releases to compliment British pictures, UK 

cinemas suffered a shortfall of both product and business. 

                                            
14 For a full discussion on the troubled reception of Peeping Tom see Ian Christie, ‘The Scandal 
of Peeping Tom’ in Christie (ed.), Powell, Pressburger, and Others, London, 1978, pp. 53-9. 
15 Named for Chancellor of the Exchequer, Hugh Dalton. 
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Such an untenable situation was bad business for parties on both sides 

of the Atlantic and was soon resolved with the Anglo-American Films Agreement 

in March 1948 (MPH 1948: 13). The terms not only limited the amount of 

American crew who could work on productions shot in the UK but also 

restricted US companies to withdrawing an annual amount of $17 million in 

profits from Great Britain (Variety 1950: 204). Although US companies were now 

legally unable to convert British pounds sterling earned in the UK to dollars, they 

were encouraged to reinvest their profits into other low-cost British productions.  

From the forties into the fifties Britain’s theatrical circuit consisted of 

three main players – Odeon, Gaumont-British, and ABC. Just two vertically 

integrated companies – The Rank Organisation (controlling Odeon and 

Gaumont-British) and ABC – owned these three chains. In the forties, the UK 

produced an average of 40 films a year, 5 made by Ealing studios for Rank 

(Cook & Bernink 1999: 84). In 1948 the embryonic Hammer Films struck an 

arrangement similar to Ealing’s but with Rank’s competition, ABC. This allowed 

Hammer to make low-budget British B movies with guaranteed distribution and 

screening in the lean postwar years (Eyles 1973: 22), prompting genre 

experimentation and growth as a low-cost studio with quick turnaround. 

As the national taste for jingoistic war-movies began to fade in the mid-

forties, so too did Ealing’s production of them, and the studio began producing 

the comedies it is most known for in 1947. Gainsborough Pictures also 

specialized in a specific genre focusing on melodramas. As a distributor and 

exhibitor, Rank had a reputation for being somewhat parochial, even prudish, 

when it came to what they would screen (McKay 2007: 20-21). Accordingly, 
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Rank veered away from ‘adult’ films and pursued a ‘family audiences’ policy, 

regularly screening Ealing and Gainsborough movies (Barr 1977: 73).  

Like the self-regulated Hollywood majors, Rank and British cinema in 

general were not immune to the rising popularity of television. In Britain the BBC 

provided an extra thrust to TV’s attack on cinematic dominance. The BBC 

achieved national television transmission in 1952, which further ate up theatrical 

receipts, but could still only offer black and white entertainment. Spotting a 

niche, ABC opted to differentiate their product from both Rank and commercial 

television by screening X-certificate movies, a rating newly introduced in 1951 

after British censorship regulations were relaxed (Barr 1977: 73-74). 1956 then 

saw the MPAA loosening its Production Code, widening the world market for 

horror and sci-fi products at the same time that production costs were spiraling 

ever-upwards in America. This situation directly contributed to Hammer striking 

a 1957 distribution deal with Seven Arts-Twentieth Century Fox, who would help 

cover the production costs for both The Curse of Frankenstein and Horror of 

Dracula in exchange for world distribution rights outside of the UK.16 

The overt ‘Britishness’ of Hammer’s first Gothic horror movies translated 

into box-office success at home and abroad. In Postwar, Tony Judt’s detailed 

                                            
16 Also contributing to American investment in the British film industry was The Eady Levy. This 
was a British box office levy tax first proposed by Harold Wilson (future Prime Minister but then 
president of Board of Trade) in 1949 came into effect in 1957. The Eady Levy established the 
practice of gathering a proportion of box office takings and distributing them between the 
exhibitors and the production companies responsible for the highest-grossing British films of 
that year. There was, however, no fixed determination of what counted as a ‘British film’ and 
what did not, so it was a simple matter for American co-productions or subsidiaries to profit 
from the ruling. Thus Hammer’s move to exploit subjects unavailable to TV, such as horror, was 
a savvy one; gaining as they did a reputation for producing X-certificate material in color while 
further advertising to American businesses their abilities to achieve vast profit margins on quick 
time-scales with small investment. 
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account of European history, Judt underlines the sentiments affecting British 

society when Hammer’s Gothic was at its peak popularity: 

 

Institutionally speaking, the British turn to nostalgia began almost 
immediately after World War Two […]. From the fifties through the 
seventies a reassuring version of the recent past surfaced and resurfaced 
in the form of war films, costume dramas and clothing: the recycling of 
Edwardian fashion […] was a particular feature of this trend – culminating, 
in 1977, in a self-consciously ‘retro’ and nostalgic celebration of the 
Queen’s Silver Jubilee amid street parties, photographic exhibits and 
nationwide invocation of older and better times. (Judt 2006: 770) 

Judt’s insights go some way to explaining how Hammer’s invocation of past 

British dominance fed into national feeling. Thus, Hammer’s formula was 

spurred on by the basic tenets of supply and demand, built around the founding 

principles of the classical Hollywood mode of production.17 

 

Hammer as Studio 

To speak somewhat reductively, a studio’s house style coalesces around 

a division of labor, whereby systems of production units, each with a manager, 

cater to particular taste preferences – a preference derived from the 

reciprocation between studio executive and cinema audience. Arguing for the 

correlation between Hollywood production practices and the formalized nature 

of American studio cinema, Bordwell, Staiger, and Thompson adduce that:  

 

Within the mode of production, the tensions of standardization and 
differentiation, the increase in specialization, and the tendency of 

                                            
17 See Bordwell, Staiger, and Thompson; and Schatz (1988) for detailed analysis of the classical 
Hollywood system par excellence. 
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Hollywood’s institutions to focus energy and capital toward a controlled 
uniformity all crucially depended upon the norms of the classical style. 
(Bordwell, et al.: 179) 

 

By these terms it was not only preferable but also necessary to formalize 

production methods, with different studios developing house styles as a 

consequence of different employees involved in the preferred materials and 

techniques of a company. Tino Balio concurs with this summation in his survey 

of early Hollywood, Grand Design. Balio suggests that if companies were to 

achieve growth, they must eschew the idiomatic quirks of family businesses to 

become ‘managed by hierarchies of salaried executives who rationalized 

operations to ensure long-term stability and profits,’ (Balio 1995: 8). In his 

cogent account of Ealing studios, Charles Barr observes there were two 

mutually exclusive choices for film companies in postwar Britain; either operate 

as a small business, or collaborate with American major studios (Barr 1977; 6-7). 

Being neither classical horror nor special-effects laden blockbuster, 

Hammer’s Gothic output uneasily straddles exploitation cinema and classical 

Hollywood, managing to borrow much from one while informing the other’s 

development, acting as a form of post-classical meets proto-exploitation 

cinema. While the Hollywood studio system was generally falling apart by the 

mid-fifties and sixties, the UK proved to be an attractive setting for American 

studios to invest while reaping the benefits of distribution back in the US. 

Hammer Managing Director James Carreras knew that the US was a key market 

and actively engaged with American media to promote his company’s product 

while reiterating their youth appeal and profitability.  
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In New York City to promote the American launch of Horror of Dracula in 

May, 1958, James Carreras remarked in Variety that the “Horror market […] is 

better than ever before because of [a] whole new generation that has never been 

exposed to these type [sic] of films” (Variety May 1958: 4). Carreras was also 

quoted as saying that in order for horror films to remain successful they must 

have “topnotch production values and must be treated seriously” (Variety May 

1958: 4). This statement proved to be retrospectively pragmatic hype on 

Carreras’ part. 

The Curse of Frankenstein and Horror of Dracula were shot at Bray for a 

combined sum of around $350,000. This figure is significantly lower than typical 

A-picture budgets of the time but around the average per picture production 

cost for a B-film. For example, the same year that Fisher’s Frankenstein came 

out Bridge on the River Kwai (Lean, 1957) commanded a production budget of 

$3,000,000.18 The very next year, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Brooks, 1958) also cost 

$3,000,000 to produce.19 By way of comparison, AIP’s I was a Teenage 

Werewolf (Fowler, Jr., 1957) cost between $82,000-$123,000 (McGee 1996: 89). 

The following year, Orson Welles’ noir picture, Touch of Evil (Welles, 1958), had 

an estimated production budget of $829,000.20 

Stylistic differences (sometimes necessity-driven) served to differentiate 

Hammer’s Gothic horror from the Universal horror canon, while the material’s 

                                            
18 “The Bridge on the River Kwai,” The Numbers, http://www.the-
numbers.com/movies/1957/0BORK.php (accessed 4/29/13). 
19 “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” The Numbers, http://www.the-
numbers.com/movies/1958/0CHTR.php (accessed 4/29/13). 
20 “Touch of Evil,” imdb, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052311/business?ref_=tt_dt_bus 
(accessed 4/29/13). 
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deliberately serious tone was due to Fisher and scriptwriter Sangster’s deft 

handling. Carreras had recognized that the copyrights to both Frankenstein and 

Dracula were in the public domain. Therefore, as long as the Hammer 

adaptations were based on the original books then changes could be made 

provided there was no infringement on Universal International’s property and 

franchises (Hammer Film Productions Collection, BFI, Carreras and Hyman, 

1957). This meant, for instance, that Hammer’s creature design had to 

completely avoid any similarities to Boris Karloff’s iconic neck-bolts and flat 

head in James Whale’s Frankenstein. 

In August 1958 Variety revealed that Hammer had signed a four-picture 

deal with Universal to deliver two movies a year in 1959 and 1960, all shot in 

color and adapted from classic horror tales (Variety August 1958: 2). Hammer 

achieved this deal because Horror of Dracula satisfied Universal executives that 

the studio had legs by doing ‘wham’ and ‘socko’ business at the American box 

office (Variety June 4 1958: 8; July 2 1958: 8).  After seeing Frankenstein made 

for a total of $270,000, with Dracula allegedly costing much less and the two 

combining for a worldwide gross of over $8 million, U.I gave Hammer access to 

their entire horror back catalogue, unlocking priceless cultural and economic 

assets which would form the basis for Hammer’s Gothic cycle (Johnson and Del 

Vecchio 1996: 124, 126, 141). Eventually, however, public tastes turned towards 

the grit of social realism and cinematic depictions of daily life with the rise of the 

British New Wave during the mid-sixties.  

While Hammer rehabilitated British cinema by borrowing from the UK’s 

literary past, they also limited themselves to writers and literary franchises 

plucked from pre-sold cinematic products within living memory, most notably 
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Universal’s classical horror films. This association proved difficult for Hammer to 

shake, particularly in the late sixties when they attempted to adapt the house 

style to meet a changing genre market. Additionally, while the MPAA’s relaxation 

of the Production Code in 1956 initially benefited Hammer, their 1968 

reformation from self-regulation to a ratings based system meant that new films 

could further push boundaries, including more sex and violence. James Carreras 

once more took to the pages of Variety in 1960 to comment on the key to 

Hammer’s success and future endeavors. Carreras writes: 

 

[…] top factor [to Hammer’s success] has been our knack of picking 
internationally exploitable stores [sic] and projecting them on the screen 
with a skill and polish that reflects great credit on our production team 
headed by Michael Carreras and Anthony Hinds […] Commercial? Of 
course we are […] we don’t make pictures to please ourselves, but to 
excite the many. We go all out to give exhibitors the kind of exploitation 
pictures they can bang the big drum about. (Variety January 1960: 166) 

 

Carreras had no illusions about his business, claiming in the same article 

that: “We hit on a formula for success. Quite a simple one at that. We 

modernized horror” (Variety January 1960: 166). Here Carreras goes to great 

lengths to underscore the exploitation core of Hammer’s films, saying that 

“Exploitation value” is key to their success, along with an emphasis on sex and 

titillation (Variety January 1960: 166). However, where Carreras saw his films as 

offering ‘Exploitation value’, eventually the critical establishment saw audiences 

as being merely exploited (Variety January 1960: 166).  
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Hammer’s Fall 

Hammer attempted various alterations to the Gothic mode in order to 

update it for new audiences. The Devil Rides Out (1968) was adapted from a 

book by contemporary author, Dennis Wheatley. The story deals with the occult 

and the ambiguity of human wickedness as opposed to archaic embodiments of 

absolute evil such as Count Dracula. The Devil’s Bride also features a number of 

special effects-driven set pieces in an effort to rejuvenate the plot and stagings 

of the Gothic mode, which by now had become predictable. Movies like The 

Vampire Lovers (1970) introduced lesbian vampires and sought to titillate the 

viewing public with uncensored nudity where once there had been plunging 

necklines, while 1972’s Dracula A.D. 1972 set its story in contemporary London 

in an attempt to engage with the swinging seventies youth. By the seventies, 

however, Hammer’s budgets had grown exponentially and the studio faced 

increasing genre challenges – particularly from AIP, who were able to produce 

exploitation movies far more cheaply than Hammer without relying on major 

studio financing.  

The main tipping point in Hammer’s production outlook and fortunes 

came during 1967-69, when American studios cut back on funding British 

productions, hastening Hammer’s departure from Bray. With appreciable irony, 

1968 was also the year that Hammer received the Queen’s Award for bringing in 

£1.5 million to the UK per year over the previous three years from American 

investment. Heading into the seventies, the lack of American studio financing 

meant that Hammer now had to solidify deals with British companies, who were 

themselves undergoing financial hardship. British studios insisted that Hammer 
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use their lots for production instead of Bray, and Hammer eventually vacated 

their own studio space in 1969. 

Hammer also went through a management change in 1971, when Michael 

Carreras took over the reigns of Managing Director from his father, Sir James 

Carreras, and Head of Production, Anthony Hinds, also retired. Michael was 

keen to experiment with the Gothic formula while staying within the exploitation 

marketplace in order to attract new audiences. However, the lack of American 

funding combined with the rising costs and disinterested audience for 

Hammer’s now star-driven genre formula meant that the studio was unable to 

compete in the over-saturated seventies exploitation market. When the younger 

Carreras became studio-head he inherited a program of over-production from 

his father that he was powerless to rescind.  By 1974 Hammer was struggling to 

find an audience and had faded to irrelevance within a decade of receiving the 

Industry award, releasing only three features between 1974 and 1980 when they 

moved to a run of short-lived television production before entering an extended 

period of dormancy. 
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Chapter 1: Terence Fisher’s Gothic Poetics, 1956 – 1964 

In An Illustrated History of the Horror Film, critic Carlos Clarens pauses in 

his review of Horror of Dracula to sardonically comment that “sometimes even a 

whiff of Gothic survives Terence Fisher’s pedestrian direction” (Clarens 1967: 

142). Clarens goes on to reveal the extent of his dislike for Hammer’s Gothic 

wares, remarking that “the common denominator of their product is not really 

horror but sadism […] The story told in a Hammer film has become an utterly 

predictable and mechanical narration” (143). Despite recognizing the studio-

based nature of Hammer, Clarens moves to blame Fisher personally for the 

perceived shortcomings of their films, asking: 

 

What can be said for director Terence Fisher except that his style (or lack 
of it) has neither softened, strengthened, nor sharpened from The Curse 
of Frankenstein to The Gorgon? The studio contends in the face of critical 
dismay that practically every one of their films has done extremely well at 
the box office – so Hammer does not intend to change the formula, or 
experiment with a new one, unless public taste changes first. (Clarens 
1967, 143-144) 

Clarens asserts his subjective opinion with no recourse to textual analysis, nor 

does he consider the economic conditions of Fisher’s output, beyond 

condemning its formulaic studio nature. As such, Clarens remarks may seem 

unfounded but are indicative of critical thought in general regarding Hammer in 

the sixties. 

However, where Clarens descries the lack of ‘style’ in Fisher’s films, he 

undercuts his own argument by pointing to their “predictable and mechanical 

narration” and the Hammer “formula” (143-144). What, then, is Clarens passing 

judgment on, no matter how disapprovingly, if not a distinct style stemming from 
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a recognizable set of aesthetic choices? Ironically, Clarens cannot reconcile 

Hammer’s Gothic films with the horror-as-art that classical Hollywood cinema 

and its own forebears represents to him. This is ironic because Fisher utilized 

many of the same filmmaking techniques and narrative structuring that had been 

normalized by the American studio system, where the main goal of continuity 

editing and causal storytelling is to be as seamless as possible in order to make 

the audience unaware of a film’s artifice.   

Hammer’s Gothic mode is akin to much of the genre fare produced by 

golden age Hollywood in that it is not marked by an overtly virtuosic direction. 

Nevertheless the first four films made by Terence Fisher for Hammer developed 

a markedly consistent basic filmmaking grammar that would be maintained over 

the course of Hammer’s Gothic cycle while at Bray studios. Director Fisher, 

along with screenwriter Sangster, cinematographer Jack Asher, production 

designer Bernard Robinson, and producers Anthony Nelson Keys, Hinds, and 

James Carreras, all contributed to the films that founded a set of story 

conventions and stylistic affectation that Hammer’s genre fare would adhere to.  

Here the strengths of Hammer’s studio setup come into play; once 

Fisher, et al., had created a distinctive and profitable product with The Curse of 

Frankenstein the company began to experiment by subbing in different 

production team members when necessary. This invariably affected Hammer’s 

output as different iterations of the Gothic played with the building blocks of 

their foundation – a distinct set of poetics established by Terence Fisher’s first 

Gothic movies that combine a distinctive visual style and identifiable story 

formula. This chapter will describe Fisher’s poetics, culling examples from the 

first four Hammer Gothic films: The Curse of Frankenstein (1957), Horror of 
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Dracula (1958), The Revenge of Frankenstein (1958), The Hound of the 

Baskervilles (1959). These films codified Hammer’s Gothic mode and provided a 

consistent formal and stylistic platform for later filmmakers to experiment with. 

 

Visual Aesthetics and Mise-en-scène 

Fisher preferred to shoot Sangster’s scripts in as economic a style as 

possible. The director saw his films as being more akin to moralistic fairy tales 

for adults than sadistic or grotesque horror and staged them accordingly 

(Terence Fisher Collection, BFI, Item 22). Their non-specific period settings 

provide a basis for the eighteenth century schism between the transcendental 

ideals of Romanticism and the rationale of the Enlightenment. Fisher wanted the 

settings of his films to suggest fantasy but be grounded in a sense of reality 

tangible to the viewer, arguing in his notebook that ideally horror should be “Not 

true to life, fantastic, you have got to capture the audience’s imagination & make 

them believe in it at least while they are watching it” (Item 22). 

Fisher firmly believed in establishing his fairy tales in as convincingly real 

a setting as possible. His conviction that staged horror should be believable is 

underscored in his personal notes, where he states: “The art of make believe – 

you have got to be convincingly factual and not impressionistic in limiting acting, 

presentation” (Item 22). Sangster’s scripts clearly meshed well with Fisher’s 

beliefs regarding the oppositional balance between fantasy and the mundane, a 

core antinomic relationship in Hammer’s Gothic. Sangster’s writing presents 

believably normal worlds, where the supernatural becomes part of the everyday. 

The director believed that such binary conjunctions allowed his Gothic tales to 
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represent “true horror” and trump the older Universal monster movies with 

which they often shared a common source, claiming:  

 

Mine persuade/present an audience [with the] impossible, 

fantastic…audiences must accept – believe in them while they are watching 

them – no tongue in cheek – no melodramatics – Integrity – True horror as 

opposed to mock. (Terence Fisher Collection, BFI, Item 22)   

 

Fisher further argued that “Putting them [horror films] into period takes 

them out of present day reality and gives them atmosphere & veracity  - greater 

realism” (Item 22). Thus, the films Fisher made for Hammer fully embraced their 

period settings, paradoxically relying on a stylized reality to evoke a sense of 

magic realism, where fantastical elements become part and parcel of the 

mundane in order to defamiliarize the viewer. 

 

Camera and Setting 

To achieve his desired effect of stylized period reality, Fisher employed 

camera techniques that maximized the impact of Sangster’s laconic writing style 

while lingering on Robinson’s rich set-dressing and was complimented by 

Asher’s eerie lighting schemes. Fisher frames most of the action in tableaux 

form to make full use of each separate element of mise-en-scène, relying on a 

presentation that is more theatrical than painterly. Characters live in Fisher’s 

scenes, fully realized yet strangely disconnected from their world and each other 

by the script, the setting, and Fisher’s technique. Strange occurrences in 
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otherwise normal, yet antiquated surroundings amplify the effect of characters 

and situations theatrically frozen in time. 

Character action motivates the narrative in Hammer’s Gothic. To 

emphasize this Fisher utilizes many long takes and master shots composed of 

medium-long two-and-three-shots while rarely cutting to close shots or inserts, 

allowing characters to move freely around the frame unhindered while 

espousing dialogue. Fisher’s camera never uses canted angles. While later 

Hammer Gothic features occasionally incorporated Dutch angles, Fisher’s 

compositions are always level. Fisher’s Gothic films maintain either a static eye-

level or lightly tilted angle, or slowly pan and track to keep characters centrally 

framed while moving.  

 While Fisher uses master shots to establish space, blocking, and 

environment, he does favor the human form over other compositional elements. 

Fisher prefers to use medium shots and will usually cut from a master long shot 

to a medium shot as soon as the narrative permits. Instead of relying on 

analytical continuity editing, Fisher uses a sparser, more organic style. Fisher 

frames scenes with a relatively deep depth of field that depicts characters from 

the front or back centrally framed in a restrained, non-stylized manner. While 

favoring human figures, Fisher seldom resorts to shot/reverse shot editing, 

instead preferring to have characters interact within a long-take two-shot 

representing a horizontally balanced frame in a medium or medium-long shot. 

Shooting scenes this way, Fisher will frequently reframe shots instead of cutting, 

preferring to track and pan to follow character movement. Fisher favors letting 

the viewer gather narrative information from all the aspects of well-balanced 
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mise-en-scène rather than ‘forcing’ exposition through unnecessary editing (see 

Appendix, Figure 1.1-1.4). 

Fisher’s camera will hold shots for up to almost 13 seconds on average, 

before cutting. This helps the Gothic story develop at a measured yet leisurely 

pace. When Fisher does cut it is after establishing a firm 180° line in the frame 

and also creating an eyeline match between his two cuts.1 Fisher never violates 

the 30° rule or implements jump cuts: always moving the camera at least 30 

degrees between successive cuts of the same subject.2 Fisher will also 

consistently insert matches on action to smooth the transition between cuts 

while showing only what is dramatically necessary. However, Fisher frequently 

manipulates off-screen space to tease the viewer with a potential eyeline match 

and seldom cuts to point of view shots, maximizing their impact by minimizing 

their implementation. Consequently, set dressing and the audio track or 

dialogue becomes more important (see Appendix, Figure 1.5-1.12).  

 

Camerawork, Editing, and Violence  

Bernard Robinson’s sets consist of mostly graphic elements contributing 

to the film’s overall theme. Hammer’s Gothic sets are dense and full of detail, 

containing props, works of art, and furnishings representative of their period 

(sometimes anachronistically, as is the case with a stray bottle of Gordon’s 

                                            
1 The 180° line represents the axis of action – an imagined straight line that passes through the 
actors. Normally, the camera will not cross the axis when cutting. 
 
2 The 30° rule maintains that the camera should move at least 30 degrees between successive 
shots of the same subject. This makes the change in shots between cuts different enough to 
avoid a jump cut, which can fracture narrative events and cause an ellipsis. The 30° rule 
commonly works in conjunction with the 180° line to establish continuity within a scene. 
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London Gin in Horror of Dracula’s rustic Transylvanian inn). These sets combine 

with Fisher’s lingering, deep focus lens to create a sense of solid tangibility; 

being shot at Bray Studios makes the locale seem real. Bray lends its grounds 

and interiors to Hammer’s mission well. As a country home and permanent 

structure (instead of a sound stage), Bray helps grant a calm fixity of realness to 

what are otherwise fantastical stories. Story characters and dramatic situations 

exist within a relatable, albeit dated, real-world setting, creating a world of magic 

realism where uncanny events can plausibly take place. The decisiveness and 

depth of focus achieved by Fisher’s technique helps compliment, and is 

complimented by, Robinson’s clearly defined sets. 

The eerily realistic trappings of Fisher’s Gothic go a long way to 

explaining how period melodramas could also function as horror. To a modern 

viewer, particularly one familiar with horror cinema post-1970, the violence and 

gore depicted in any given Hammer title may seem very unspectacular indeed. 

The sadism lamented by Clarens appears so vicious because of historical and 

stylistic context. It is difficult for us to comprehend the impact that Fisher’s use 

of gore had upon audiences in the fifties. The threat of violence implied by 

Fisher’s editing style combined with the shock of seeing bright red blood on 

screen and in color for the first time was certainly excessive compared to the 

standards for horror at the time, even though by now we have come to expect 

horror movies to depict scenes saturated with fake blood.  

In a Film Comment article on Hammer, Andrew Mangravite insightfully 

points out the central difference between how Fisher shoots gore and Herschel 

Gordon Lewis’ use of explicit “splatter” (Mangravite 1992: 48). Mangravite is 

correct in his assertion that Fisher’s use of violence is less about the act itself 
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than it is the “staging of these acts,” (48). When Fisher shoots violence or gore it 

emerges from a deliberate manipulation of analytical editing. This disrupts the 

established rhythms of his tableaux style and appears more shocking as a 

result. Despite his characters not being bathed in blood, it is vital to remember 

that up to this point horror movies had been almost exclusively shot in black and 

white. The fact that everything in Fisher’s horror is seen in color was itself a 

paradigm shift, easily overlooked.  

Stylistically, Fisher adopts a shot/reverse shot technique in only two 

circumstances. First, he may use it to stage conversation, but only when he is 

portraying a form of conflict between two characters. These shot/reverse shot 

sequences will commonly serve to foreshadow a later plot point. The conflicts 

can be soft and hinted at, as when Sherlock Holmes warns Henry Baskerville to 

stay away from the moor in The Hound of the Baskervilles. Alternatively, the 

shot/reverse shot conflict can be hard and serve as a prelude to physical 

struggle. The latter form serves to underline Paul Krempe’s resolutely polar 

opposition to Victor Frankenstein’s further experimentation in The Curse of 

Frankenstein. Paul and Victor share their first shot/reverse shot scene around 

the 33-minute mark, expressing different opinions about their experiments. Eight 

minutes later the two physically struggle as the film hits its midpoint. 

The other times Fisher employs analytical editing is to grant the viewer a 

brief closer view of gore or violence before quickly cutting away. Here Fisher will 

create an eyeline match, usually from his familiar medium/medium-long two-

shot that establishes an action being committed. Fisher then cuts to the result of 

that action with either a close shot or insert showing what is being witnessed by 

the diegetic characters. A salient example can again be culled from The Curse of 
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Frankenstein. Fisher establishes Paul and Victor in a master two-shot; Paul then 

shoots Frankenstein’s creature and Fisher cuts in to a tight medium close shot 

of the creature, its hand covering the bullet’s bloody wound. Fisher rapidly cuts 

back to a long shot, then to Paul and Frankenstein in the master. This does 

function as an early form of ‘shock-cut’, a horror-specific variation of the jump-

cut that quickly cuts to a close shot of graphic or violent imagery – endemic in 

seventies and eighties splatter movies – but the tactic is always dramatically 

motivated when used by Fisher and is never gratuitous (see Appendix, Figure 

1.13-1.20). 

In Horror of Dracula, Fisher underscores Christopher Lee’s menace as the 

predatory title antagonist with a dramatic entrance. Previously in the film’s 

opening prologue, we have been introduced to Jonathan Harker and Dracula in 

a sedate two-shot set in a grandiose yet rough-hewn dining hall. Here the two 

meet for the first time and make polite conversation. The only close shots Fisher 

has provided after ten minutes have been Harker’s point of view shot of 

Dracula’s normal, apparently human face, and Dracula’s view of Harker (from a 

shot/reverse shot conversation between the two), also a shot from Dracula’s 

point of view examining a photograph of Harker’s wife, Lucy. Both sequences 

serve as foreshadowing by indicating later narrative conflicts. 

Fifteen minutes into the prologue, Fisher stages a medium shot of 

Jonathan Harker talking with a bride of Dracula in the foreground of the same 

dining hall location. Fisher establishes a 180° line with Harker on the right and 

the bride on the left. This serves as the basis for an over shoulder shot/reverse 

shot from Harker’s side. Fisher cuts to over the bride’s shoulder as she 

embraces Harker. As Harker reassures the woman, Fisher cuts in to a close shot 
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of the bride’s face over Harker’s shoulder, as we see her baring her fangs in 

preparation of biting Harker.  

As Fisher cuts to a long shot Dracula simultaneously bursts into the 

darker, softer focus background. Harker thrusts the bride away and Dracula 

separates the two onscreen. Fisher then immediately cuts to a tightly framed 

close-shot of Dracula’s snarling face, revealing his now blood-shot red eyes, 

bloodstained maw, and overlarge bared fangs, before quickly cutting back to his 

master long shot where Dracula bounds over a table to throw the bride to the 

floor before either character can react (see Appendix, Figure 1.21-1.25). 

After normalizing such editing tricks, Fisher also playfully inverts audience 

expectation in other situations when using analytical editing might be 

anticipated. As noted above, Fisher always establishes eyeline matches before 

cutting but often fails to grant an insert to denote a point of view shot. This has 

the effect of denying the viewer an explicit image of what is being looked at by 

the onscreen character. This technique is used to great effect at the beginning 

of The Curse of Frankenstein’s second act. 

Victor and Paul are framed from the chest up in a medium-close two-shot 

as Victor prepares to remove the head from a corpse. After cutting to an insert 

of the surgical blade to be used, Fisher cuts back to the two-shot as Paul 

retreats to a softer focus in the background, ramping up viewer expectation by 

focusing on Victor operating in the foreground. As Fisher holds the shot for six 

seconds, we watch Victor and anticipate a cut to his point of view. However, 

instead of giving us an eyeline match, Fisher cuts to a close shot of Paul’s 

disgusted looking face, potentially establishing another eyeline match before 
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frustrating narrative expectation by cutting back to his master and refusing to 

cut to an insert.  

Consequently, the scene results in potential anti-climax when we merely 

see Victor wipe bright red blood on his lapel with no insert to the results of his 

actions, which take place offscreen, teasingly below the frame line. After this 

point in the narrative Fisher does not shy away from briefly cutting to inserts to 

show the viewer various disembodied body parts collected by Victor (eyeballs, 

hands). Fisher thus builds anticipation for the creature’s big reveal, when we will 

finally see his grotesque visage unbandaged. This method of editing also helps 

to demonstrate Victor’s ever-downward spiraling path into degradation, as his 

experiments and rationale become more perverse and explicit while Paul 

abstains from taking part (see Appendix, Figure 1.26-1.31). 

 

Cinematography 

A further delineating marker of Hammer’s Gothic horror is the vibrancy of 

gaudy red blood and other coloring against an underlit scene. The Juxtaposition 

of Robinson’s restrained costuming and sets with Fisher’s economical camera 

work creates a semi-realistic backdrop that becomes overtly stylized with the 

introduction of Jack Asher’s lighting and Sangster’s script. Asher frequently shot 

day-for-night and underexposed shots, similar to American film noir. Using low-

key lighting techniques, Asher placed great emphasis on rich primary colors that 

granted Robinson’s solidly realistic sets a more somber, foreboding appearance 

that interacts well with Sangster’s story material. 

In particular, Asher enjoyed implementing bold juxtapositions of color 

compositions suggesting an otherworldly origin – bright reds, deep purples, and 
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dark greens – to impart a fantastical air to the films he worked on. As a result, 

primary colors take on a life of their own and help underline narrative themes. 

Most obvious is the red that permeates Horror of Dracula so thoroughly – from 

the blood that mars Dracula’s visage, to Harker’s bright red journal, the 

furnishings of Dracula’s castle, Arthur and Mina’s clothing, and the décor of their 

house, red is a constant reminder of Dracula’s lurking presence and predatory 

tastes (despite the antagonist only appearing for a total of eight minutes 

screentime). Hammer Gothic looked like a new kind of horror – the fantastical 

lighting and coloring helping the story feel more violent and shocking than other 

horror films of the period. 

While Asher’s lighting and use of shadow does not create highly stylized 

landscapes that suggest warped psychological states, it does still contribute 

much to Hammer’s overall mise-en-scène. Asher refrains from full chiaroscuro 

lighting in The Revenge of Frankenstein for example, but he manipulates diegetic 

green light along with low-lighting levels throughout to represent Victor 

Frankenstein’s laboratory. The green light casts an unnatural and eerie pall over 

the laboratory. Exaggerating the lighting in this understated way suggests that 

something is not quite right in the location, and by association that something is 

wrong with Victor’s experiments and, indeed, with the character himself. 

Hammer’s use of weird lighting and colors to emphasize the unnatural aspects 

of certain scenes set a new precedent for how to portray horror. This style of 

lighting was later used to great effect by Dario Argento in his giallo films, 

particularly Suspiria (1977). Asher’s lighting setup even predates father of giallo 

Mario Bava’s employment of the technique, which can first be seen in his horror 

anthology movie, Black Sabbath (1963) 
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Irony as Exposition 

Sangster’s scripts work with Asher’s lighting to help make strange 

Hammer’s familiar Gothic settings and narratives. As Fisher’s directing style is 

understated, so too is dialogue. Sangster writes dialogue in standard English 

and Fisher directs his actors to deliver lines accordingly. Lines are uttered 

without overmuch inflection – little is exaggerated as both Victorian pseudo-

science and folkloric rules and rituals alike are recited as matter-of-factly as 

possible. While human characters are laconic or speak with little passion, a 

complete lack of vocalization is reserved to signify the inhuman. After Dracula’s 

monstrous nature has been revealed, for instance, he does not utter another line 

of dialogue for the remainder of the film. 

Dialogue itself is written in standard modern-day (for the period) English, 

but delivered in a slightly clipped, brisk manner. There is little resort to 

histrionics except on the behalf of the monster, who may salivate, snarl, or 

otherwise express themselves with more bodily displays of emotion. Both 

means of expression are employed by Sangster to adopt a form of scathing 

irony that courses throughout Hammer’s Gothic mode. Under Fisher’s adroit 

direction, this irony becomes a means of plot exposition in itself. While character 

action and dialogue serve as primary means to drive the narrative, visual and 

aural irony also becomes a way to impart narrative clues within the mise-en-

scène for the perceptive viewer. 

As previously mentioned, Fisher’s Gothic takes a serious approach to 

tales that could be easily rendered camp. The flatness of the actor’s delivery 

goes some lengths to aid this concept but too much might render a film devoid 

of emotional investment. The irony imparted by Sangster’s writing and Fisher’s 
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direction imbues their films with a form of pitch-black humor, striking an uneasy 

yet complimentary partnership. Often, Fisher will depict characters glibly 

discussing or commenting on a narrative problem then have the problem solved 

within the next scene or so, usually involving violence or some extreme action. 

Thus irony becomes a means to causally drive the narrative. 

 An example from The Curse of Frankenstein demonstrates this principle. 

During a medium two-shot Victor tells Paul that he only needs the brain of a 

genius, with a lifetime of experience, to complete his creation. Fisher cuts to a 

close-shot of Paul, looking to screen left, as he asks Victor where such a brain 

will come from. Fisher completes the eyeline match with a close-shot of Victor, 

looking right, swearing that he’ll get it. Fisher holds the shot for a couple of 

beats (seven seconds) before cutting back to Paul in close-up to complete the 

shot-reverse shot’s soft conflict before a dissolve transition ends the scene (see 

Appendix, Figure 1.32-1.36). 

During the next scene we see Victor, his ostensible love interest, 

Elizabeth, and a new character, professor Bernstein, drinking brandy in a 

medium-long three-shot. The three make small talk in a series of shot/reverse 

shots and Fisher’s holds shots for slightly longer than necessary to permit the 

viewer an opportunity to absorb the detailed mise-en-scène of Victor’s drawing 

room. During the conversation Fisher’s signals the viewer’s attention when 

Elizabeth refers to Bernstein as “the greatest brain in Europe.” Fisher cuts to a 

medium-long shot of the three, arranged in tableaux style, before Paul enters 

the scene from a background door, forming a four-shot. Paul expresses his 

honor at meeting such an esteemed professor, another sign to the viewer, while 
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Victor notes that he did not expect Paul back until the next day, the third and 

final signal to danger (see Appendix, Figure 1.37-1.38).  

 Leaving the room with Bernstein, Victor pauses in a medium-long two 

shot to show the professor a painting at the top of the staircase before pushing 

him over and killing him. That the painting is of Rembrandt’s famous ‘The 

Anatomy Lesson’ adds another layer to the script’s ironic nature. At no point 

does Fisher provide vulgar or unnecessary information. While following Victor’s 

gaze we can see that he stares relentlessly at the back of Bernstein’s head. 

However, Fisher resists the urge to redundantly cut to a close shot of Victor 

staring at Bernstein, or of the professor’s head, nor does Fisher cut to a point of 

view shot of the painting. Yet we still are fully aware of what has to transpire to 

further the story. Fisher manages to convey the savage irony of Sangster’s 

script merely by using the same measured, fluid style that the rest of his films 

employ (see Appendix, Figure 1.39-1.41). 

A five-minute sequence from The Revenge of Frankenstein helps illustrate 

how irony and lighting come together with Fisher’s camera work to orchestrate 

the Hammer Gothic’s vivid mise-en-scène. Realistic set dressing works with 

surrealist diegetic lighting and sparse dialogue to create an intensely eerie yet 

poignant encounter. After Victor’s disfigured servant, Karl, has had his brain 

transplanted to a new, healthy body, he breaks loose from his shackles and 

sneaks into Victor’s laboratory to burn his old body (see Appendix, Figure 1.42-

1.47). 

 A custodian wanders in and accosts Karl. After sustaining a beating, Karl 

fights back to throttle the thug. Fisher cuts back to the chimp in its cage - the 

light throws stark shadows against the primate and the wall behind, adding to 
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the sense of unease but also reminding us of a plot point. In a previous scene 

we have heard Victor explaining to his assistant that he transplanted the brain 

from an orangutan to his chimp. While the operation was a total physical 

success the animal has since become a dangerous cannibalistic carnivore – a 

side effect of too much physical exertion after its procedure (see Appendix, 

Figure 1.48-1.59).  
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GOTHIC NARRATIVE STRUCTURE 

Past Events 

Fisher’s Gothic mode coheres around a consistent set of quantitative 

variables (see Table 1). The range depicted by these variables holds true for 

every Hammer Gothic film released between 1957-1964. These films feature 

average shot lengths of between 7-12.5 seconds, with a median shot length of 

around five seconds, occurring in narratives made up of 375-700 shots. 

Hammer’s Gothic movies typically do not run for much longer than 80 minutes 

(excluding credits) and their plots adhere strictly to classical three-act narratives. 

This means that after an initial inciting incident, story events occur causally and 

develop in a linear fashion, motivated by character action.  

Plots feature clearly indicated plot points – ‘mini-climaxes’ occurring at 

the end of Acts One and Two – and a midpoint that takes place almost exactly 

in the center of the second act. Act Three brings about the climax that ties 

together all story strands and ends happily for the ‘good’ protagonist. Hammer’s 

three act Gothic is a variation on the Hollywood three act structure and adheres 

to a standard formula: Act One – prologue, introduction and setup; plot point 

that ‘hooks’ into second act; Act Two – development and complicating action; 

plot point that hooks into third act; Act Three – climax and resolution. Act 

duration will typically be between 10-20 minutes for Act One, 20-45 minutes for 

Act Two, and 10-20 minutes for Act Three. 

While Hammer’s Gothic utilizes a typical three act structure, derivative of 

the Hollywood happy ending, Fisher’s movies modify the syuzhet for specific 

purposes. Hammer’s Gothic mode revolves around a plot motivated by a 

prologue depicting a past event. This event is diegetic but revealed in flashback,  
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Table 1: Terence Fisher’s first four Gothic features directed for Hammer, 
showing range of technical specifications (ASL/MSL = Average Shot 
Length/Median Shot Length

FILM (Year 
released) 

LENGTH 
(Feet) 

RUNTIME 
(Minutes) 

NUMBER 
OF SHOTS 

ASL 
(Seconds) 

MSL 
(Seconds) 

The Curse of 
Frankenstein 
(1957) 

7503 83 – with 
credits 

375 12.4 5.8 

Horror of 
Dracula 
(1958) 

7332 82 – with 
credits 

452 10.8 5 

The Revenge 
of 
Frankenstein 
(1958) 

7982 91 – with 
credits 

511 10.3 5.4 

The Hound 
of the 
Baskervilles 
(1959) 

7772 87 – with 
credits 

571 8.9 4.2 
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and directly leads to the opening development and inciting incident in act one.1  

Furthermore, the location in the opening past event is often revisited in the Act 

Three climax, as is the case with Horror of Dracula and The Hound of the 

Baskervilles. The past event is either recounted by a diegetic character or 

enacted by direct chronological representation.2 Only The Curse of Frankenstein 

functions in opposition to this setup; it features a framing device set in the 

narrative ‘present day’ with a story-line that makes up the majority of the 

runtime presented as flashback.  

Over a cohesive body of work, these prologues serve a tri-fold purpose. 

As framing devices they become an entry point for the viewer, conveniently 

separating the filmic event from its source material. They also act as plot 

exposition that introduces a problem for the protagonist to solve or goal to work 

towards realizing (in the case of Victor Frankenstein in The Curse of 

Frankenstein), serving to kick-start the narrative. Finally, operating as a low-

budget studio it was pragmatic for Hammer to shoot in the same locations. 

Featuring an easily recognizable setting in the prologue works as a form of 

foreshadowing for the climax, where narrative tension ramps up as the 

protagonist follows the climactic plot-line.  

 

                                            
1 I am using Kristin Thompson’s definition of a plot’s development segment: “The development 
section usually ends at the point where all the premises regarding the goals and the lines of 
action have been introduced” (Thompson 1999: 29). 
2 For an in-depth discussion of both narrative recounting and enactment and their effects on a 
narrative’s syuzhet see Bordwell 1985: 77-80. 
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Figure 1.0: Hammer Gothic variation on the Hollywood three-act structure.  
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For example: The Hound of the Baskervilles features a past event that 

ends after ten minutes, 24 seconds, where we discover that the Baskerville 

history and opening prologue has been enacted on screen for us but recounted 

in the fabula by Dr. Mortimer to Holmes. This serves as inciting incident, 

introducing the protagonists (Holmes and Watson) and the antagonists (the 

hound and Dr. Mortimer). Plot point one occurs after 23 minutes, when Holmes 

saves Sir Henry Baskerville from a tarantula, warns him of the danger to his life 

alone on his country estate, and the story shifts from the city to the moors.  

We reach the mid-point between 42-48 minutes after Sir Henry is 

diagnosed with a heart condition, Holmes re-enters the narrative, and he and 

Watson find a body savaged by the hound on the moors. The protagonists now 

realize that Sir Henry is in a weakened state and that his life is definitely in 

danger as the ‘curse’ is not merely folklore. Plot point two takes place between 

62-64 minutes into the film: Holmes speaks to the Bishop and realizes that 

Stapleton and Mortimer are involved with the hound, while Sir Henry arranges to 

meet Stapleton’s daughter that night on the moor. These actions drive the 

climax at 82 minutes in, where Stapleton’s daughter turns on Sir Henry, the 

hound is revealed, and Holmes and Watson save Sir Henry while solving the 

mystery.  

 

Story Components 

Hammer’s Gothic narratives feature a story that depicts an upwardly 

mobile (educated or aristocratic) male with a ‘modern’, scientific background, 

who struggles before triumphing against a human (cult leader, voodoo priest, 

etc.) or inhuman (Dracula, were-wolf etc.) embodiment of evil inspired by ‘local’ 
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superstition or folklore. Usually the narrative’s antagonist has threatened a 

young female tied to the protagonist in some fashion and he is bound to rescue 

her from spiritual or moral corruption – or worse, death.1 This provides a basic 

formula for Hammer’s Gothic narrative. Gothic themes in general revolve around 

dichotomous genre tropes – such as pure good versus absolute evil, the 

scientific rationalization of nature set against a backdrop of superstition, or the 

awe of confronting a Romantic sublime. 

 

Protagonist Doubling 

To enforce the manichean nature of good/evil, rationality/emotion, 

science/nature, Hammer’s Gothic affects a process of separating the 

protagonists into dual parts, each reflective of broader narrative conflicts. This 

means that the protagonist is effectively split into two opposing yet 

complimentary roles, each necessary to forward narrative events. For instance, 

Victor Frankenstein is arguably the protagonist in Revenge of Frankenstein but 

he is complimented by Hans Kleve. After leaving the antagonistic medical 

council toward the end of Act One, it is Hans who persuades Victor to make him 

his assistant, thus granting the narrative the impetus to show Victor conducting 

expositional experiments to educate both Hans and the viewer. It is also Hans’ 

actions that force the narrative mid-point, where the experimental subject Karl 

escapes his bonds. This action then drives the narrative to climax, where Hans 

                                            
1 The Hound of the Baskervilles is noteworthy for inverting this trope to great effect. The damsel 
in distress from the prologue turns out to be the ancestor of the believed damsel in distress of 
the climax, who in turn is revealed to be an antagonist who has lured Henry Baskerville to the 
site where he is to be killed by the hound. 
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rescues Victor’s life and saves him from the clutches of his own former 

employer, the medical council. 

Duality may be literal, as is the case with Fisher’s first four films. It may 

also be psychological, as in later Hammer fare like The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll 

(House of Fright or Jekyll’s Inferno in USA [Fisher, 1960]). Finally, duality may 

well be a combination of both literal and psychological, as exemplified by The 

Curse of the Werewolf (Fisher, 1961). Here Oliver Reed’s werewolf character is 

split psychologically between two roles, human/beast, but also shares 

protagonist duties with Clifford Evans as Don Alfredo Corledo, where Evans 

plays the rational elderly patriarch to Reed’s emotional youngster afflicted with 

lycanthropy. The literal doubling demonstrated by Fisher’s early movies simply 

means that the narrative has two separate protagonists, the ultimate example 

being Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in The Hound of the Baskervilles. 

In Fisher’s Gothic, the main protagonist will embody rationality/patriarchy 

while the supporting male figure acts as his emotional/more sentimental foil. The 

supporting actor may also be a man of science, such as Dr. Watson in The 

Hound of the Baskervilles or Paul Krempe in The Curse of the Frankenstein, but 

his methodical, scientific background is tempered by emotion and often 

superceded by his sense of morality. The rational man is the character who will 

pragmatically drive narrative events in his efforts to thwart evil or solve the 

puzzle posed by the inciting incident. While the emotional foil must play second 

fiddle to the actions of the male lead, the Gothic mid-point and climax are both 

always ‘forced’ by his actions then resolved by the rational lead as he either 

destroys the evil creature or solves the mystery. 
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Creature as Dangling Cause 

In Hammer’s Gothic mode the creature is reduced to a plot device in light 

of the central protagonist’s narrative demands, often garnering very little screen 

time despite being titular characters. Hammer’s Gothic horror differs from 

Universal’s classical horror cycle in this respect. The Gothic can be identified by 

choosing to focus on the ‘creator’s’ narrative progression as opposed to that of 

the monster (in the case of the Frankenstein series) or the efforts of an 

‘investigator’ – a male authority figure – in foiling the plans of an preternatural or 

otherwise inhuman agent of evil (à la Van Helsing in Dracula). Despite the 

magical realism of Fisher’s Gothic tales, no mystery can exist once confronted 

by the rational protagonist at narrative climax. 

As such, Hammer creatures serve as ‘dangling causes’ within the plot in 

order to grant the protagonist a causal motivation that will drive narrative 

progression. As a dangling cause, the creature poses a narrative problem for the 

protagonist. This problem simultaneously grants the viewer information while 

forcing a course of narrative action that will not lead to resolution until much 

later in the fabula, when the protagonist confronts the creature at narrative 

climax. Commonly, the climax will return to the location of the inciting incident, 

where the creature first made an appearance, thus the narrative comes full-

circle to close. Hammer’s Gothic films can be read as morality tales, where good 

triumphs over evil while illustrating the folly of following characters on a morally 

bankrupt path. Hammer’s Gothic always ends with the reaffirmation of 

traditional heteronormative values, and the reassertion of patriarchal authority. 

There is no ambiguity in the Gothic climax; the creature is always vanquished as 
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good triumphs over evil, the mystery is solved, and all plotlines are tied up (see 

Appendix, Figure 1.61-1.66, also Figure 1.67-1.70). 

Here, The Curse of Frankenstein provides an exception that proves the 

general rule. Victor Frankenstein is amoral and completely rational (indeed, his 

scientific rationality denotes his hubris). The film’s inciting incident and 

subsequent plot points reveal not a monster to be vanquished but Victor’s 

desire to reanimate the dead. Despite being the titular character and the one 

with the most screen-time, Victor himself is ostensibly the villain of the piece but 

he is cast as protagonist – without his ambition there would be no narrative. 

Also, Peter Cushing is the best-known actor in the film, thus he gets top billing 

and the most screen-time. Here the creature is not introduced within the first act 

but still performs the function of a dangling cause. It is after all Victor’s desire to 

reanimate his sewed together corpse that drives narrative events – the ‘problem’ 

posed by death is what prompts Victor to create his creature. 

Various stages in Victor’s research act as plot points to drive the narrative 

forward. Act One ends after only 15 minutes (including the past event prologue), 

when Victor is successful in reanimating a dead dog and makes the decision to 

henceforth create life instead of simple resurrection. Act Two’s mid-point comes 

between 38-41 minutes when Victor kills for the first time. Victor murders 

professor Bernstein to retrieve his brain, irredeemably committing himself to 

realizing his experiment and marking himself as a villain in the process (he will 

be punished by movie’s end). The subsequent brain transferal sequence 

compounds the mid-point, where the protagonist realizes the enormity of his 

future task and his actions inalterably affect the course of future narrative 

events. In this scene, emotional foil protagonist Paul Krempe tussles with Victor 
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and the previously intact brain becomes damaged as it falls. Because of this the 

two men become enemies and Victor’s creature will itself be a much lesser 

creation than he had hoped: a monster instead of a man. 

Later in act two the creature is revealed but escapes and is hunted by 

both Paul and Victor. Paul shoots and kills the creature, ending Act Two around 

the 60 minute mark after Victor swears to give the creature life again. The climax 

comes at 78 minutes in, when the creature attacks Elizabeth and Victor sets fire 

to it with a lantern. The creature plummets through a window and into a vat of 

acid, destroying it. The story then returns to Victor in his present day jail-cell. 

Paul refuses to partially absolve Victor by verifying his tale of the creature, of 

which no physical evidence remains, and Victor is apparently beheaded in the 

very rapid falling action – 80 minutes, where we see a guillotine freeze-framed as 

the end credits roll. 

Sangster’s script here is embroiled with a more ambiguous morality than 

later Hammer Gothic efforts. As dual protagonist/antagonist, Victor has illicitly 

procured body parts, robbed graves, seduced his maid then had her murdered 

by his creation, and also committed murder himself – all in the name of pursuing 

his narrative goal. However, Victor does save Elizabeth by destroying his 

creation, actions that complicate his character’s portrayal. Nonetheless, and 

more in line with moralistic Hollywood storytelling, Victor is punished at 

narrative’s end for his audacity and ambition, and Paul is revealed as surrogate 

protagonist by making a decision that results in that punishment. 

Despite the creature not appearing within The Curse of Frankenstein’s 

prologue, Victor Frankenstein himself potentially fills the requisite role of 

‘monster’ as we see him in gaol, confessing his experiments to a priest before 
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he is to be executed. The Curse of Frankenstein again provides a pertinent 

exception to Fisher’s Gothic poetics, this time by experimenting with syuzhet 

elements. The film’s framing device past event shows Victor recounting the 

events that are to transpire in the proceeding narrative fabula. Accordingly, the 

entire story is presented as flashback – after the climax of the creature’s 

destruction the fabula returns to the present day, with Victor in prison awaiting 

his execution. 

Sangster’s writing on The Curse of Frankenstein displays a playfulness 

with form that would be codified with his subsequent collaborations with Fisher. 

While The Curse of Frankenstein differs somewhat stylistically, it laid down a 

basic template that other Hammer Gothic films could easily adhere to and also 

manipulate themselves. This factor, combined with Universal’s blessing to 

reimagine their own genre classics, provided Hammer with a stable storytelling 

format that allowed numerous literary classics to be adapted in the coming 

decade. However, Hammer’s exploitation of pre-sold genre myths also alerted 

rivals to the profit potential of such an enterprise. Ultimately, opening the door to 

competitors meant that Hammer would need to eventually experiment. 
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Chapter 2: Gothic Experimentation, 1965 – 1968  

 

By the mid-sixties Hammer’s Gothic format had become well established 

and could be easily reiterated by the company. However, Hammer’s early 

successes had spawned a number of imitators – rival production companies 

such as American International Pictures in the USA, and both Amicus 

Productions and Tigon British Film Productions at home in the UK had begun to 

find their own niches in the horror market while helping to alter viewer tastes. In 

particular, AIP and Tigon co-produced the historically based Witchfinder General 

(Reeves: 1968). 

Reeves’ film was renamed The Conqueror Worm in the USA, as AIP tried 

to tie the movie to Roger Corman’s Edgar Allen Poe series of films. Released 

between 1960-1965, Corman’s Poe cycle of movies usually starred Vincent 

Price and their Gothic-style provided a more direct challenge to Hammer’s fare.1 

Witchfinder General, however, is a more brutal film than any of AIP’s earlier Poe 

adaptations. Price here features in an utterly humorless role and Reeves’ film 

signals that period-set horror need not be read as camp, something that 

Hammer’s films were increasingly becoming.  

While Witchfinder General was popular with audiences it was either 

reviled by critics or totally ignored upon its release. Similarly received and also 

released that year was Night of the Living Dead (Romero: 1968). An independent 

                                            
1 The eight Corman Poe adaptations are: House of Usher (Corman: 1960), The Pit and the 
Pendulum (Corman: 1961), The Premature Burial (Corman: 1961), Tales of Terror (Corman: 1962), 
The Raven (Corman: 1963), The Haunted Palace (Corman: 1963), The Masque of the Red Death 
(Corman: 1964), and The Tomb of Ligeia (Corman: 1965). Vincent Price starred in all except The 
Premature Burial. 
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production, Night of the Living Dead was made on a micro-budget and earned 

millions at both the domestic and international box-office. Often credited with 

inventing the undead zombie sub-genre of horror, Romero’s film presents a 

nihilistic outlook on human existence with no real villain other than unexplained 

and inexplicably reanimated cannibalistic corpses. The movie features moments 

of graphic flesh-ripping and biting gore, more explicit than the violence any 

Hammer movie had presented. Along with its subsequent sequels, The Night of 

the Living Dead helped change the face of the horror market yet again. 

The late-sixties emergence of this grittier form of horror cinema that 

depicted a more believably grim side of human existence followed the rise of the 

so-called European ‘art-cinema’ earlier in the decade. As a movement in 

general, art-cinema focused on more personal issues – the films are concerned 

with existential matters and the daily lives of human subjects instead of 

grandiose themes. These films are also more experimental in their formal 

construction or shot in pseudo-documentary style. The period is most famous 

for producing several influential directors, among them Swedish Ingmar 

Bergman, Italian Michelangelo Antonioni, and also saw the rise of the French 

Nouvelle Vague filmmakers Claude Chabrol, Alain Resnais, François Truffaut, 

and Jean-Luc Godard, among others. While often filmed seemingly whimsically, 

these films preferred to depict identifiable characters that deal with existential 

crises or the struggles of everyday life, or engaged with socio-ideological issues, 

such as workers’ and student’s legal and human rights. 

In the UK, the British New Wave of filmmaking reached its zenith in the 

early mid-sixties. These films were mostly concerned with depicting ‘social 

realism’ and depicted the plight of the working class in contemporary Britain. 
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Whereas Hammer’s earlier movies offered an escapist magical realism for 

postwar audiences, films like Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (Reisz: 1960) 

and The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner (Richardson: 1962) examine 

the social milieu and awakening class-consciousness of postwar Britain, as the 

nation itself struggled to recover from WWII. 

Consequently, it is certainly easy enough to read humanist or social 

themes into the films Hammer were making around that time. The Plague of the 

Zombies (Gilling: 1966), for instance, presents a very clear-cut group of villains 

in the local squire and his group of ‘youngblood’ followers. He and his acolytes 

go beyond the grave to resurrect locals as zombies so that they can be put to 

work in the squire’s old mine for his personal gain. Having a script that features 

the landed gentry as antagonists, exploiting not only white working class locals 

but also black drummers, who apparently live in the mine solely to play in 

accompaniment to the squire’s voodoo rituals, clearly can be interpreted as an 

ideological product of its era. 

Increased competition coupled with changing audience demands forced 

Hammer to begin experimenting with their Gothic formula to keep pace. The 

Devil Rides Out (Fisher: 1968) was released the same year as both Witchfinder 

General and Night of the Living Dead and marks several updates to Fisher’s old 

formula. Specifically, this movie demonstrates how Fisher modified his 

shot/reverse shot technique to depict conflict, combining it with his usual 

preference to reframe within a shot to motivate narrative events. The film also 

employs a number of special effect set-pieces, something noticeably absent 

from almost all of Hammer’s previous Gothic efforts. The subject matter also 

marked a change in direction for Hammer, as the film features a human 
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antagonist motivated by Satanic/spiritual forces instead of a specific non-human 

creature. Accordingly, this alteration affects Hammer’s treatment of horror 

themes, since The Devil Rides Out engages with the existence of inherently 

human evil. This became a thematic trope that later exploitation and horror 

movies would focus on, reaching an apotheosis in the mid-seventies with the 

release of movies such as Last House on the Left (Craven: 1972) and The Texas 

Chainsaw Massacre (Hooper: 1974). 

The Plague of the Zombies attempts something similar to Fisher’s film but 

was released two years previously. Marking Hammer’s first use of a large-scale 

visual effect, The Plague of the Zombies actually predates Romero’s usage of 

undead zombies. This film provides a link between earlier classical movies that 

feature living zombies mind-controlled by Voodoo or witchcraft, such as White 

Zombie (Halperin: 1932), and gorier films that succeed Romero’s and also 

involve flesh-eating reanimated corpse zombies. Historical horror interest aside, 

The Plague of the Zombies perhaps marks the peak of Hammer’s house style, 

as it demonstrates how the formula can adapt an original story and be executed 

with enough stylistic and content variation to remain a rewarding viewing 

experience without seeming formulaic. 

The Plague of the Zombies features a largely different creative crew than 

Fisher’s earlier Gothic movies and was co-scripted by Peter Bryan and Anthony 

Hinds (under his John Elder pseudonym) from an original Peter Bryan story.2 

This film marks Hammer’s effort to move away from literary franchises and 

                                            
2 Holdovers from Hammer’s first four Gothic entries are: Bernard Robinson – set design and 
James Bernard – music. Peter Bryan had previously adapted The Hound of the Baskervilles from 
Conan Doyle’s novel. Anthony Hinds, who produced the first four Gothic films, moved to 
executive producer for The Plague of the Zombies and Anthony Nelson-Keys became producer, 
in a move from the associate producer role he filled for Fisher’s first four Gothic films 
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established star actors while trading on the reputation of the house name and 

style. As such, Gilling’s movie exemplifies foundational tenets of the Hammer 

mode while also demonstrating the formula’s flexibility by modifying aspects of 

Hammer’s earlier Gothic style. 

The Plague of the Zombies was one of the last Gothic horrors to be made 

at Bray studios, a factor that helped the production look like previous Gothic 

efforts. In fact, some of the sets at Bray had been recycled so often that they are 

distinctly recognizable from feature to feature. Hammer was forced to sell Bray 

when American funding was almost completely withdrawn from the UK. This 

meant reaching distribution and funding agreements with British studios, but 

with an agreement to shoot at their production facilities as Hammer no longer 

owned their own. Accordingly, The Devil Rides Out was shot at the Rank-owned 

Elstree studios and while the film itself ticks most of the boxes for a Hammer 

Gothic feature, it also marks a general changing appearance of Hammer’s 

aesthetic formula (Pykett 2008: 38). 

 

Genre Experiments 

In several ways, The Plague of the Zombies signaled a break from 

Hammer’s traditional formulae that would be fully realized with the release of 

The Devil Rides Out after the sale of Bray. Apart from a change in location, The 

Devil Rides Out saw Hammer attempting to broaden its horizons beyond 

adaptations from the literary canon. Whereas The Plague of the Zombies had 

been adapted from an original script by a new screenwriter, The Devil Rides Out 

was a best seller by contemporary British Occult writer, Dennis Wheatley. 

Hammer hired an American for the first time to adapt the screenplay: Richard 
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Matheson, author of seminal vampire apocalypse novel I am Legend and 

numerous Twilight Zone episodes. 

While Matheson had also scripted several of AIP’s Poe adaptations, he 

attempted something different with Hammer’s film. Matheson introduced a 

number of dynamic set-pieces to the usual character-driven Hammer Gothic. 

The inclusion of a car-chase sequence, for instance, and both optical and 

pyrotechnic special effects to represent the use of magic marks an alteration to 

the magic realism previously seen in the Hammer Gothic. While both The Plague 

of the Zombies and The Devil Rides Out utilize low-level lighting and display the 

fully-realized richness of the Hammer Gothic mise-en-scène, neither film makes 

much use of deep primary colors and shadowy sets in the way that Asher 

previously had experimented with.  

Instead, the cinematographer works with the director to depict horrific 

scenes in other ways. The Plague of the Zombies, for example, includes a brief 

dream sequence where one of the protagonists is attacked by an undead 

zombie. This scene marks the first use of a canted-angle framing in a Hammer 

Gothic movie, a throwback to Universal and even earlier German expressionist 

cinema and a technique that Fisher never employed in his Gothic films. Gilling 

and his cinematographer, Arthur Grant, also light this one scene using a scheme 

similar to Asher’s signature use of color, turning down the lighting and deeply 

saturating the color while shooting with a softer focus to achieve a dream-like 

setting. Combining Hammer Gothic colors with canted angles emphasizes the 

unreal, traumatic nature of the sequence (see Appendix, Figure 2.1-2.4). 

While canted angles signify a throwback to earlier horror cinema, 

Matheson implemented a kinetic action sequence in The Devil Rides Out, pre-
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empting the move to SFX-driven blockbusters in seventies Hollywood. The car 

chase scene in Fisher’s movie is quite indulgent but serves to demonstrate the 

vitality of Rex van Ryn (Leon Greene), the younger, emotional protagonist, and 

also the power that the antagonist, Mocata, has over his cult. After rescuing a 

young woman, Tanith, from the cult, Rex has to chase her down to retrieve her 

when she flees, terrified by Mocata’s retribution. After Tanith eludes Rex, he 

summons Duc de Richleau, the rational protagonist, for assistance. Together, 

the dual protagonists can confront Mocata, forcing the film’s midpoint where 

they rescue Tanith and witness a black mass (see Appendix, Figure 2.5-2.9). 

Because of such visual and kinetic touches both films occasionally feel 

more akin to American studio pictures but do still retain the basic Hammer 

Gothic style. Of course, having cars within the diegesis means that Hammer’s 

preferred 18th century meets Victorian era setting has to be updated as a matter 

of pragmatics. Not shooting at Bray also meant that The Devil Rides Out 

sometimes looks different from earlier Hammer efforts. Fisher’s later movie 

includes more exterior sequences and a variety of interior scenes shot in 

locations not seen before in Hammer’s Gothic. Featuring a narrative set within 

living memory while shying away from intense, surrealistic lighting helps 

differentiate The Devil Rides Out from previous Hammer movies.  

Both The Plague of the Zombies and The Devil Rides Out further set 

themselves apart from Fisher’s first Gothic films by dealing more with human 

agents of evil, tempered by Occult obeisance (i.e., the human is acting in the 

name of a higher power). These films still involve the super or preternatural as 

inherent in villainy but focus more on the humanity of evil as opposed to a non-

human creature. Despite these structural alterations, The Plague of the Zombies 
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is clearly a Hammer movie, just as The Devil Rides Out is clearly a Fisher movie, 

although the film’s camera techniques do mark the evolution of his style. Simply 

put, these two films demonstrate stylistic experimentation within the Hammer 

Gothic’s stable structural formula. 

 

Formula Similarities and Alterations - Protagonists 

Both The Plague of the Zombies and The Devil Rides Out feature literal 

protagonist doubling. Specifically, actor Andre Morell’s Sir James Forbes 

character and Christopher Lee’s Duc de Richleau serve as the older, rational 

protagonist in each respective film while the emotional foil protagonist has been 

modified. In both films the emotional foil has been further split into a 

male/female dichotomy. Sir James’ daughter, Sylvia, serves as the initial 

emotional protagonist before being superceded by her father’s former student, 

Dr. Peter Tompson. Sylvia kick-starts the inciting incident; it is through her 

friendship with Tompson’s wife, Alice, that the zombie mystery is introduced – 

she reads a letter from Peter to her father asking for his help with a mysterious 

disease. After she reads it, Sir James mentions that Sylvia only wants to visit 

Alice, her old school friend who married Peter. Because of Sylvia’s persuasion 

she and her father travel to the village to visit the Tompsons, meeting the 

antagonistic local Squire’s henchmen on the way and witnessing their abuse of 

the villagers. 

As Peter Tompson is introduced, his problems as provincial doctor 

become the new narrative thread that serves as a pivotal plot point, ‘hooking’ 

the film from Act One into Act Two. By the time the second act hits its mid-

point, where Forbes and Tompson discover that bodies have been removed 
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from their graves and that the village is suffering from something more sinister 

than a disease epidemic, Tompson has become the emotional foil. Tompson’s 

wife’s death and subsequent resurrection as a mind-controlled zombie provide 

the Act Two climax that moves the narrative into Act Three. Here the 

protagonists learn that the Squire and his followers have been robbing graves to 

create zombies to toil in their mines. The protagonist’s bid to halt these 

villainous actions is exacerbated by the Squire kidnapping Sylvia with plans to 

kill and resurrect her. This marks Sylvia’s relegation from emotional foil 

protagonist to plot point for the two male protagonists, while the culmination of 

all three protagonist’s actions and plot threads drives the movie to climax.  

 

Antagonists 

The narrative climax of The Plague of the Zombies is noteworthy for two 

more reasons. Firstly, Sylvia being in danger marks an interesting variation on 

Hammer’s ‘creature-as-dangling-cause’ technique. Instead of introducing a 

titular zombie-creature within the prologue, we see cloaked figures conducting a 

voodoo ritual before and after the opening credit sequence. Here Gilling cross-

cuts between the ritual practitioners in a cave setting, later revealed to be the 

antagonists in their mine, and the woman affected by their actions – victim-cum-

temporary creature, Alice Tompson.  

This more temporally recent narrative ‘past event’ directly leads to Sylvia 

informing her rational protagonist father of the troubling village news. 

Interestingly, here we have a protagonist acting as dangling cause. Sylvia raises 

a problem to be resolved later in the narrative before then becoming 

endangered at climax and ‘forcing’ the other protagonists to act. The other 
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protagonists must take action before Sylvia becomes a creature, something 

foreshadowed by the replacement emotional protagonist’s wife being featured in 

the past event prologue before becoming a creature at the Act Two climax (see 

Appendix, Figure 2.10-2.13, also Figure 2.14-2.24).  

 

Special effects 

The Plague of the Zombies also introduces the special-effects set-piece 

to Hammer’s Gothic mode. After Sir James struggles with one of the Squire’s 

hooded followers in his mansion, the acolyte’s robed arm falls in the fireplace 

and sets the room ablaze. While Sir James escapes, Gilling cross-cuts to Peter 

attempting to rescue Sylvia from the Squire in his mine full of zombies. During 

this sequence we see an insert of the Squire’s clay voodoo dolls being 

consumed by the fire in his abode and Gilling cuts back to the mine to show us 

the zombies themselves catching fire and setting the mine itself alight. As Peter 

rescues Sylvia before ascending the mineshaft with Sir James, the crazed 

zombies turn on their creator, killing the Squire and his cult followers. The film 

ends with the three protagonists escaping the mine and watching it collapse 

upon itself in flames as the credits roll (see Appendix, Figure 2.25-2.32). 

Without resorting too much to ideological speculation, it is entirely 

accurate to say that Hammer’s move to incorporate special effects coincides 

with their film’s attempts to feature more recognizably ‘human’ antagonists, 

whether by chance or design. While Hammer was still making films featuring 

Frankenstein and Dracula during this mid-period from the sixties to the 

seventies, their movies frequently dwell on the wicked or nihilistic side of human 

nature before featuring a moralizing climax. This is achieved by having the 
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creature play second fiddle to a human antagonist, who is partially exculpated 

from the full dehumanizing effects of evil by hiding behind the absolute, ‘natural’ 

evil of the creature representing a greater, spiritual power. While this theme is 

hinted at in earlier Hammer Gothic, the effect becomes more pronounced during 

this mid-period. It is unquestionably the human antagonist’s hubris that results 

in his demise in Hammer films of the mid-sixties. 

This is particularly noticeable in The Plague of the Zombies but was 

perhaps first made explicit in The Hound of the Baskervilles (amid other 

similarities), which notably was also scripted by Peter Bryan.  Whereas Hammer 

movies always feature the absolute objectivism of a clear-cut hero and villain, 

other late-sixties films like Night of the Living Dead or even Rosemary’s Baby are 

more subjective, often wavering in the grey area between dichotomies. These 

movies feature people who commit inhuman acts but are clearly recognizable as 

other people and go unpunished while potential hero characters suffer. 

Frankenstein Must be Destroyed (Fisher: 1969) for instance, includes a 

scene where Victor Frankenstein actually rapes his mute female servant, where 

in previous iterations Victor has been pictured as uninterested in sex. This scene 

helps establish him as a uniformly ‘bad’ character while adding the (poorly-

judged) spectacle of sex to the horror formula. In previous years, including a 

maiden’s exposed cleavage complimented the sexual undertones inherent in 

vampire mythology to sufficiently imbue Fisher’s earlier Gothic with enough 

sexuality to appease viewers and Hammer executives.   

Fortunately, Victor is suitably punished at narrative’s end after committing 

such a transgressive act, when his own creature gives him a choice between 

certain death or judicial punishment. While Victor has usurped a higher power 
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(that of creating life) he must ultimately answer to either that power or mortal 

authority by giving up his life or freedom (potentially both if the latter). While 

Hammer movies do have an obviously evil villain, he will be undone by his own 

course of action throughout the narrative. In such a fashion, mid-period Hammer 

Gothic films modify both the role of the creature and the creature-as-dangling-

cause narrative requirement.  

 

Genre evolution 

The Devil Rides Out was the third-to-last film that Terence Fisher directed 

and demonstrates the formal development of his directorial trademarks 

alongside the structural alterations of Hammer’s late-sixties Gothic. Table 2 

shows how The Plague of the Zombies and The Devil Rides Out are indicative of 

a growing general trend in sixties and seventies cinema, when dynamic set-

pieces and a quicker editing style became increasingly popular. This is 

evidenced by the rise of what Thomas Schatz refers to as the major studio’s 

“blockbuster mentality”, which culminated with the releases of Jaws (Spielberg: 

1975) and Star Wars: A New Hope (Lucas: 1977) – ‘event’ pictures that focus 

more on action than character development (Schatz 2002: 194). Table 2 also 

includes information on these two films for comparison. In light of other data, 

perhaps The Devil Rides Out’s greatest alteration to the Hammer structural 

formula was to compound the past event prologue and instead reduce it to 

functionary exposition through character dialogue.  

Instead of creating an inciting incident from a past event in Act One, 

Fisher’s movie introduces all the main characters and a causal narrative problem 

within the first 15 minutes through the means of a plot device. This plot device 
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then functions as a larger dangling cause for the protagonists and their allies to 

unravel before the climax. Duc de Richleau and Rex van Ryn rendezvous 

immediately after the opening credit sequence, whereupon they make their way 

to meet their young friend, Simon, all the while discussing their reunion planned 

for that evening.  

When de Richleau and van Ryn reach their younger friend’s abode they 

find he has fallen in with a Satanic cult and come under the sway of their 

enigmatic leader, Mocata. After being introduced to Tanith, the two older men 

abscond with Simon. Mocata then attempts to bring Simon back to the coven 

for the narrative’s duration.  
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Table 2: Compare with Table 1 in previous chapter. By the mid-sixties Hammer 
movies were getting longer, featuring nearly twice as many shots as 
earlier Gothic films, while shot lengths were simultaneously getting 
shorter. Less than ten years later, this trend had accelerated 
considerably as blockbuster releases became more popular after 
Jaws had signaled how profitable such films could be (ASL/MSL = 
Average Shot Length/Median Shot Length). 

FILM (Year 
released) 

LENGTH 
(Feet) 

RUNTIME 
(Minutes) 

NUMBER 
OF SHOTS 

ASL 
(Seconds) 

MSL 
(Seconds) 

The Plague 
of the 
Zombies 
(1966) 

8100 
(estimated) 

90 – with 
credits 

854 6.7 4.2 

The Devil 
Rides Out 
(1968) 

8584 95 – with 
credits 

895 6 3.7 

Jaws (1975) 10530 
(estimated) 

117 – with 
credits  

1080 6.5 3.4 

Star Wars: A 
New Hope 
(1977) 

10350 
(estimated) 

115 – with 
credits  

2089 3.3 2.2 
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Thus, The Devil Rides Out’s dangling cause becomes freeing Simon and 

Tanith from the cult and evading Mocata. These goals are achieved at the end of 

the movie when Mocata is undone by magic and killed in place of Tanith by the 

Angel of Death, whom he had himself summoned during the film’s Act Two 

climax. Like The Plague of the Zombies, Fisher’s film makes use of special 

effects and features a number of set-pieces. Most noticeable are two scenes 

involving Mocata’s magic as well as the car chase.  

While the optical special effects are not particularly technically advanced, 

Fisher’s camera techniques manage to make the protagonist’s first encounter 

with magic an effectively spooky one that serves as the first act climax. After de 

Richleau and van Ryn have left Simon to rest they return to his now abandoned 

house. They go upstairs and search for clues as to the cult’s behavior but are 

confronted by a malevolent Genie summoned by Mocata. After establishing the 

setting in a master shot, Fisher progresses to a sequence of shot/reverse shot 

cuts between the genie and the two heroes. Here, however, Fisher ramps up the 

tension by reframing his shots so that every time he cuts, movement has 

occurred without the viewer’s knowledge, creating a minor ellipsis and evoking 

an unsettling feel in a tense scene (see Appendix, Figure 2.33-2.43). 

Later on, in a sequence that prompts the act two climax, Fisher further 

experiments with the trademark Gothic style by again embracing analytical 

editing to show the power Mocata can have over others. Here Mocata begins to 

hypnotize de Richleau’s niece, Marie, in the refuge of her home before his spell 

is broken by a child’s intrusion. Fisher accentuates an already intense sequence 

by combining soft shot/reverse shot conflict with his preference of reframing 

within a shot, an intense scene benefiting from the framing getting tighter with 
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each shot (see Appendix, Figure 2.44-2.51, also Figure 2.52-2.60, also Figure 

2.61-63).  

These scenes establish Mocata as insidiously hypnotic, a powerful 

human antagonist able to penetrate the domain of the heroes and cause havoc. 

The whole sequence also demonstrates that Hammer was moving towards a 

more kinetic style of filmmaking, with multiple cuts in a scene and more 

analytical editing but also typifies trademark Fisher/Hammer Gothic aesthetics. 

Fisher’s use of a moving camera and reframing within the shot is more subtle 

here than in previous works, and helps add to the chillingly tense atmosphere of 

a key scene in a film that demonstrates Hammer’s experimentation with their 

formula. 

While the films discussed in this chapter do illustrate the evolution of 

Hammer’s Gothic mode, they also demonstrate how limiting it was becoming for 

the studio. The company’s films in the late-sixties still look and feel ‘different’ to 

the movies being released by competitors, but crucially now it was because 

audiences had become accustomed to Hammer’s Gothic formulations while 

other studios were innovating. After initially pioneering a new form of horror, 

Hammer was beginning to fall behind the horror avant-garde, even when moving 

away from making films featuring ‘classical’ icons like Dracula and Frankenstein. 

Hammer’s attempts to adapt to a shifting marketplace continued into the 

seventies. The films released in this decade display an awareness of changing 

audience tastes and a desire by the company to keep pace with other studios in 

the genre/exploitation markets. However, Hammer’s latter-period films still 

display a reluctance to abandon the Gothic story template that had rewarded 

the company so richly in the early days. Thus, Hammer in the seventies 
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attempted to reimagine horror once again but always couched within a Gothic 

framework. This tactic ultimately proved to be too little too late for Hammer 

whose product appeared increasingly camp to audiences becoming 

accustomed to seeing a more relatable form of ‘real life’ horror in the cinema. 

Seventies censorship changes and the subsequent rise of ultra-violent 

movies meant that both independent productions and the major studios had 

arrived to eat further into Hammer’s demographic. Cinematic action and horror 

could now be blended with the everyday, and doing so was becoming 

increasingly popular. While a new generation of auteur-like genre filmmakers, 

such as Roman Polanski, Stanley Kubrick, William Friedkin, John Carpenter, and 

David Cronenberg were pushing the envelope in the late-sixties and early-

seventies, Hammer’s house directors were aging alongside their product. When 

Hammer did finally bring in new talent it was always to work on projects tied to 

what the company was known for – the Gothic horror. 
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Chapter 3: Gothic Formula Exhaustion, 1969 – 1973 

Hammer was undergoing an intense period of transition as the sixties 

gave way to the seventies. In failing health, Terence Fisher directed what would 

be his last two films in 1968 and 1972 (Frankenstein Must be Destroyed and 

Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell respectively) before passing away at the 

age of 76 in 1980. Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell also provided 

Hammer’s swansong from the Frankenstein franchise, marking the sixth and 

final time Peter Cushing would reprise his role as Victor Frankenstein. There 

were changes behind the scenes on the executive level, too. 

With the sale of Hammer’s production facility at Bray, producer, writer, 

and sometime director Anthony Hinds left the company in 1969, selling his equal 

part-owner stake to James Carreras for a nominal fee (Meikle 1996: 224-225). 

Hinds’ surprise retirement followed the resignation of producer Anthony Nelson 

Keys, who left Hammer after Frankenstein Must be Destroyed wrapped in 1968 

(Meikle: 226). Compounding these departures of key personnel, in 1971 house 

director Seth Holt died suddenly at the age of 47 while shooting Blood from the 

Mummy’s Tomb and was replaced by Michael Carreras, son of owner James 

Carreras (Maxford 1996: 117). These losses and the need for new creative blood 

meant that James Carreras now had sole control of the company and the 

direction of its product. This was the man who firmly believed in “exploitation 

value […] sex and titillation” and gauged Hammer’s films as primarily 

commercial ventures (Variety January 1960: 166). 

However, the value of Hammer’s product had already reached its zenith 

some years earlier and the films were not returning the same profits as in years 
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past. Dennis Meikle reports that 1970 saw returns from releases in the US, 

Hammer’s biggest market, drop 30 percent from 1969; some of those releases 

would take almost 20 years to just recoup their production costs (Meikle: 259). 

While individual film revenues are not available, Meikle notes that between 1960-

1970 Hammer’s production budgets had doubled – the average cost of a feature 

production increasing to £200,000 (Meikle: 227). This translates to £3.3 million in 

today’s money, correct as of April, 2013.1 As a lower-budget production, The 

Plague of the Zombies cost approximately £100,000 to make, whereas The Devil 

Rides Out cost £285,000 – a large sum for a company Hammer’s size (Hearn & 

Barnes 2007: 96, 121).  

By way of comparison, another lower profile but successful British 

release from 1966, Alfie (Gilbert), had a steep production budget of £287,000.2 

Conversely, the James Bond A-picture, Thunderball (Young, 1965), a 1965 

winter release, cost an estimated £3.2 million to produce.3 Three years later, 

even the epochal B-movie of the sixties, Easy Rider (Hopper, 1969) required a 

budget of just over £230,000.4 However, this sum is dwarfed by the violent 

western The Wild Bunch (Peckinpah, 1969), which cost around £2.6 million in 

the same year.5 

Among these steadily rising production costs, 1971 saw Hammer 

uncharacteristically releasing ten features into a saturated horror market, after 
                                            
1 “Historic Inflation Calculator,” This is Money, http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/bills/article-
1633409/Historic-inflation-calculator-value-money-changed-1900.html (accessed 5/1/13). 
2 “Alfie Budget,” imdb, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0060086/ (accessed 5/1/13). 
3 “Thunderball Budget,” imdb, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0059800/business?ref_=tt_dt_bus 
(accessed 5/1/13).  
4 “Easy Rider Budget,” TCM, http://www.tcm.com/this-month/article/188869%7C0/Easy-
Rider.html (accessed 5/1/13). 
5 “The Wild Bunch Budget,” imdb, 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0065214/business?ref_=tt_dt_bus (accessed 5/1/13).  
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previously averaging a manageable three – four new releases a year. Somewhat 

counter-intuitively, saturation came the year after Hammer was forced to seek 

production deals with British studios EMI and Rank due to the almost complete 

withdrawal of American studio funding from the UK (Maxford: 112-113; Hearne 

2011: 124). Hammer now had no guaranteed stateside distribution from 

Warners, Universal, or any other US studio. Taking stock of a situation made 

worse by falling audience appeal in the USA, James Carreras decided to sell the 

company after initiating Hammer’s busiest ever year of production. 

Michael Carreras was named Managing Director in 1971 and inherited the 

overly ambitious production schedule of his father (Maxford: 112). After surviving 

a hostile takeover by Studio Film Labs, Michael Carreras took majority control of 

Hammer in 1972, winning a buyout war with former rival studio, Tigon, and his 

father’s interests in the company (Maxford: 112). However, the hands that had 

guided Hammer to success began to retire in the seventies, and the newer 

studio executives seemed unsure how to proceed without them.  

This period of intense flux provides an insightful backdrop for Hammer’s 

films of the time, evidenced by their schizophrenic natures that reflect upon the 

company's instability in general. Hammer horror of the early seventies notably 

attempts to modernize but not stray from the studio’s Gothic foundations. The 

Vampire Lovers (Baker, 1970) was a reaction to other companies and 

restrictions instead of an innovation, a sad development that Dracula A.D. 1972 

(Gibson, 1972) only compounded. There were, however, other factors at play in 

the early seventies. 

In 1970 the British Board of Film Classification changed its ratings 

system, introducing a ‘AA’ rating for films suitable for children aged 14 and up, 
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and expanding the ‘X’ rating from 16 to ages 18 and over.6 Responding to the 

popular and graphically violent American movies such as The Wild Bunch 

(Peckinpah, 1969), and overtly sexual Euro-horror like Jean Rollin’s The Rape of 

the Vampire (1968), the expanded rating system opened the market for films 

combining sex and violence, further pushing the boundaries of acceptability.  

With a new rating category of films for younger audiences, X-rated 

movies had the newfound ability to include graphic scenes of nudity and horror, 

something French director Jean Rollin especially used. Additionally, depicting 

lesbian relationships became a reliable, if gauche, method of attracting 

audiences. The BBFC’s new ratings system came two years after the USA had 

replaced its Motion Pictures Producers and Distributors of America with the 

Motion Picture Association of America. The 1968 MPAA was a voluntary code, 

replacing the stringent Hays Production Code in place since 1930.7  

Aiming to allow artistic freedom, the MPAA still courted controversy. 

Adapted from a stage play, The Killing of Sister George (Aldrich, 1968) was 

heavily censored before release and struck a divisive line between exploitation 

cinema and art, remaining to this day a particularly controversial release. A 

Clockwork Orange (Kubrick, 1971), Straw Dogs (Peckinpah, 1971), and The 

Devils (Russell, 1971) were all released after the 1968-1970 rating watershed 

and are emblematic of the transgressive exploitation-as-art hybrid cinema 

enabled on both sides of the Atlantic by the new censorship regulations. 

                                            
6 “History – 1970s,” Students’ British Board of Film Classification, 
http://www.sbbfc.co.uk/history/1970 (accessed 5/1/13). 
7 “History of the MPAA,” Motion Picture Association of America, 
http://www.mpaa.org/about/history (accessed 5/1/13). 
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Horror trends in the early-seventies moved toward a grittier, more 

misanthropic style of cinema, eventually splitting into ultra-low budget 

exploitation films and high-budget studio genre products. This first arose with 

Peeping Tom and Psycho in 1960, before auteur-like writer-directors Roman 

Polanski and George A. Romero codified the genre with their 1968 films, 

Rosemary’s Baby and Night of Living Dead. Having demonstrated there was a 

thriving market for low-budget, alienation horror-thrillers, a new wave of cine-

literate young directors in the US & UK challenged Hammer’s Gothic output.  

At the turn of the seventies, filmmakers like Herschell Gordon Lewis and 

Wes Craven in the US, Bob Clark in Canada, and Dario Argento in Italy wrote, 

directed, and produced exploitation independents such as The Wizard of Gore 

(Lewis, 1970), Last House on the Left (Craven, 1972), Deathdream (Clark, 1972), 

and The Bird with the Crystal Plumage (Argento, 1970). Many horror films 

released between 1970-1980 employ sensationalist splatter and scare tactics, 

enabled by the changes in ratings. These movies depict humans as abject 

figures, incapable of changing, and often unable to adjust to, nihilistic narrative 

worlds where extreme violence can erupt at any moment. For the most part, 

these films were made quickly and on micro-budgets – even if a movie bombed 

it did not take much to cover its costs and try again.  

Some of the exploitation quickies were hugely profitable, and unlike 

anything ever seen before. Even when movies like The Texas Chainsaw 

Massacre (Hooper, 1974) were cut to make R-ratings, or outright banned in 

several territories, they still reaped enormous profits. Accordingly, while these 

exploitation pictures construed a paradigm shift in horror cinema in their own 
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right, it did not take long for the major studios to take advantage of their 

popularity and further alter the face of the genre marketplace.  

Releasing The Exorcist in 1973 (Friedkin), Warner Bros. gave the clearest 

sign yet that Hammer’s style of horror was fast becoming anachronistic. 

Suffering charges of blasphemy and obscenity, The Exorcist became one of the 

highest grossing movies of all time and was nominated for ten Academy 

Awards, winning two.8 Domestically, British studios challenged Hammer by 

realizing the profit potential of horror-thriller movies with the 1973 release of 

mid-budget British studio pictures The Wicker Man (Hardy) and Don’t Look Now 

(Roeg). Aimed at mainstream audiences, these three 1973 films are 

sophisticated genre hybrids. Directed by auteur figures, all masterfully blend 

suspenseful drama with sudden and hard-hitting violence, gore, and horror 

themes, blurring low and high forms of ‘art’. Major studio production meant that 

Hammer was no longer unique. The niche they had occupied, providing genre 

product for major distribution, was now filled by the majors themselves. 

 We can more fully understand Hammer’s plight in light of these 

circumstances. As American funding was withdrawn from the UK in the late-

sixties, James Carreras developed The Vampire Lovers to tap into the sexual 

permissiveness of the era and revive the Hammer Gothic formula, even as he 

prepared to sell the company. Once Michael took control, his priority was to 

regain audiences by experimenting with past formula. Dracula A.D. 1972 is 

emblematic of Hammer’s tactics at this juncture. The movie itself tries to meld 

Hammer Gothic with a 20th century setting but is only partially successful.  

                                            
8 46th Academy Awards, 1974: Best Sound Mixing and Best Adapted Screenplay. 
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Both these films push Hammer’s Gothic envelope by including nudity, 

sexual horror, and graphic violence. Unfortunately, there was a disconnect 

between what distributers and the public wanted from Hammer horror and how 

both Carrerases developed the company. While Hammer introduced more 

hardcore exploitation material, their typical US audiences were under 18 (Meikle: 

263). Thus, Hammer was in a trifold bind – facing rising costs but unable to 

adapt the house formula without losing their core demographic. 

 

A Changing Genre 

Somewhat ironically, The Vampire Lovers was part-funded by American 

International Pictures, Hammer’s main competition in the sixties and seventies 

exploitation market. This in itself illustrates the difficulties Hammer faced just to 

get films made, on top of struggling to incorporate fresh ideas. The movie 

indicates a shift back to adapting antiquated literature, this time from less well-

known sources such as J. Sheridan Le Fanu rather than Bram Stoker, whose 

oeuvre had been mined extensively by the studio. Carreras brought in a new 

creative team to adapt Le Fanu’s novel for The Vampire Lovers, whose story 

features a female vampire and graphic shots of violent actions for the first time. 

However, while the film is couched within Hammer’s recognizable Gothic 

framework, there are subtle stylistic differences that help compliment the more 

overtly explicit elements of lesbianism, nudity, and violence. 

Similar but less subtle are the differences wrought by Dracula A.D. 1972. 

The movie struggled to make Count Dracula relevant by resurrecting him in 

seventies London, a reaction to AIP’s contemporary set Count Yorga, Vampire 

(Kelljan, 1971). Instead of their vampire interacting with modern society, 
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Hammer isolates Dracula in a Victorian-styled church away from young hipster 

protagonists. While the film’s events move around Dracula, he is stripped of any 

menace and the plot of its effectiveness as a horror narrative. The film is 

noteworthy, however, for its treatment of violence, its attempts to engage with a 

modern audience by incorporating musical set-pieces, and its modification of 

the formal spoken register used by all previous Hammer Gothic films. 

Both films attempt a distance from Hammer’s earlier Gothic efforts – 

most notably in their depictions of violence, which had become far more graphic 

than in the previous decade. Sex also plays a large part in the modified Gothic 

mode. Whereas Fisher’s films had routinely included women with full-bosoms, 

seen from afar in long and medium-long shots, both The Vampire Lovers and 

Dracula A.D. 1972 take pains to emphasize diaphanous gowns and plunging 

necklines in medium shots or close up. In these later films the camera 

indiscreetly lingers on female cleavages in a non-narrative motivated manner.  

Hammer’s later period Gothic films use tighter framings than Terence 

Fisher ever did. Framing violence and exposed female skin in close up acts as 

exploitative titillation (see Appendix, Figure 3.1-3.2). Speaking theoretically, the 

viewer gains gratification from being more involved with the narrative action as 

opposed to mere voyeurism (see Appendix, Figure 3.3-3.10). Whereas Fisher’s 

camera maintained a detached approach to graphic scenes, The Vampire 

Lovers and Dracula A.D. 1972 both focus on heaving bosoms and the infliction 

of bloody wounds (see Appendix, Figure 3.11-3.13; also Figure 3.14-3.21). While 

Fisher and Sangster’s Gothic tales include narrative structures with strong 

patriarchal authority, upon occasion latter-day Hammer films effectively reduce 

female characters to part of the set-dressing. 
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The five-minute pre-credit opening sequence to The Vampire Lovers 

announces Hammer’s intentions to strike a clean break from previous Gothic 

conventions. A version of Fisher’s familiar past event prologue begins the 

narrative but is modified for this specific purpose. We see Baron von Hartog in a 

ruined castle watching a ghostly, shrouded form rise from a grave. As he 

observes we hear his voiceover narration, which informs the viewer of the evil 

Karnstein family whose castle he hides in and whose spirits occasionally rise in 

the moonlight to drink the blood of village locals. The scene cuts to the spirit 

entering a town square at night. We see a local leaving a rowdy tavern to urinate 

outside. Cutting to the tavern interior, we hear an off-screen scream and the 

local falls in through the doorway, twin bloody puncture wounds on his neck. 

This sequence serves a dual-purpose on top of the prologue’s normalized 

functions – namely, to inform the viewer of the ‘rules’ regarding vampires but 

also display the ‘new’ Hammer Gothic. Hartog’s voiceover reveals vampires 

either kill a victim by draining their blood entirely in one attempt, or they “court” 

a victim, slowly sucking the life from them over time. He also tells us they must 

return to their shroud’s resting place at night to sleep, and removing the shroud 

causes them to wander restlessly – when they can be directly confronted and 

killed. The sequence cuts back to Hartog’s vigil in the castle, where the 

shrouded figure confronts him. As the apparition enters, Hartog informs us that 

a vampire can only be killed by decapitation or a stake through the heart.  

In a remarkable climax scene for the opening prologue, we see the 

shrouded creature confronting Hartog is a beautiful young woman – much to his 

and (presumably) the viewer’s surprise. Transfixed by the vampire, Hartog 

allows himself to be embraced by her (see Appenix, Figure 3.22-3.26). The 
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camera cuts to a close shot of her breasts pressing against his crucifix before 

cutting back to a medium close up of the two embracing. The vampire reacts to 

the holy symbol by baring her fangs and preparing to strike, but Hartog 

decapitates the vampire in close up. The prologue ends dramatically on a close 

shot of his dripping blade with her severed head in soft focus in the background 

as the opening credits roll (see Appendix, Figure 3.27-3.38; also Figure 3.39-

3.41).
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ADJUSTING OLD METHODS 

Notably, despite a new approach to depicting sex and violence, the 

opening prologue does abide by traditional Hammer Gothic principles. Namely, 

a patriarchal authority-figure protagonist and non-character-specific 

antagonistic creature are introduced. While the prologue introduces no dangling 

cause, it reveals that vampires exist, they are evil, and they must be destroyed. 

Post-credits, The Vampire Lovers plays with audience expectation in not shifting 

to a direct, causally related scene. Act one’s opening sequence depicts a grand 

ball in the country estate of General Spielsdorf (Peter Cushing). There is no 

reference to the pre-credit events or characters. The ball functions as an 

economical way of introducing all central characters in the first ten minutes.  

Three of the four actors named on the first title card appear in the 

ballroom sequence, marking them as central figures within the narrative. Roger 

Morton (George Cole) introduces Cushing’s General to his daughter, Emma 

(Madeline Smith), who then chats with the General’s daughter, Laura, before 

leaving the party. As the Mortons leave, Marcilla (Ingrid Pitt) arrives with a 

Countess claiming to be her mother and is introduced to the General. The 

General agrees to let Marcilla stay with them for a period while the Countess 

makes her excuses and leaves.  

While this scene marks Ingrid Pitt’s Hammer debut, she had previously 

appeared in Where Eagles Dare (Hutton, 1968) in a small but pivotal role. The 

Polish actress receives shared top billing in the credits here so the viewer 

expects her to become an important character. During Marcilla’s stay with the 

General, his daughter has sensual dreams of being savaged by an enormous 
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cat, falls mysteriously ill, and then dies. As Laura dies we learn that Marcilla is to 

blame and she vanishes from the General’s household. This scene ends Act One 

after 25 minutes, revealing Marcilla as the villain and the General the hero. We 

now understand the first act as an extension of the opening prologue, the 

inciting incident pits the General against Marcilla in future events. 

In Act Two, however, Marcilla inveigles herself with a different family, the 

Mortons, only now calling herself Carmilla. Carmilla seduces Emma who, like 

Laura before her, suffers nightmares involving a large cat. Here the dream 

sequence only occurs after Emma shares a nude scene with Carmilla, with 

Emma dominated by Carmilla’s preternatural hypnotic powers. This makes the 

Carmilla/Marcilla relationship, sex, and death more overt than in the previous act 

with Laura, where Marcilla’s involvement was only implied. After Emma’s dream, 

Mr. Morton leaves the story (39 minutes in) on a business trip, and during his 26-

minute absence Emma’s condition worsens while Carmilla preys on her nightly. 

The film’s mid-point comes after 43-49 minutes when Carmilla murders a 

villager and turns the Morton’s female Governess into a vampire.  

This sequence is essential to establish Carmilla’s evil nature. Murdering 

an arbitrary villager in cold-blood shifts her villainy from implicit to explicit. 

Meanwhile, the Governess has acted as the surrogate symbol of patriarchal 

authority in Morton’s absence – ‘turning’ her disrupts the household and allows 

Carmilla to continue feeding on Emma. Carmilla then murders the doctor 

treating Emma, ending Act Two (after 65 minutes) by removing another 

patriarchal figure from the narrative. The Vampire Lovers second act thus 

functions like The Hound of the Baskervilles – the rational protagonist 

(Hartog/the General) disappears like Holmes for the central narrative conflict to 
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occur, re-emerging at the climax to solve the mystery and destroy the evil 

creature. 

Mr. Morton then briefly returns home before leaving again to find the 

doctor. He discovers the doctor’s dead body when he meets the General on the 

road, travelling to Karnstein castle with Baron Hartog. The General and Morton 

are now revealed to both be split emotional protagonists, subordinated to the 

rational Hartog. Baron Hartog’s nobility positions him ‘atop’ the other two, with 

the General’s military background making him half rational/half emotional, and 

Mr. Morton, a mere civilian, placed at the ‘bottom’ as most emotional. 

After the three central protagonists unite, Hartog sends a young footman 

to defend Emma while they travel to Karnstein castle. Here Hartog explains his 

and Carmilla’s history and (at 89 minutes in) the film reaches its climax. Carmilla 

vanishes from the Morton home after being challenged by the footman. She 

reappears in her grave upon the grounds of castle Karnstein where she is 

graphically staked through the heart and then beheaded by the General. In the 

film’s climactic scenes it is Hartog who instructs the others on how to finally end 

Carmilla/Marcilla’s menace while the split rational/emotional General acts. 

 

Colors and Shapes 

From the moment of her introduction, Marcilla is linked to the General in 

Hammer’s typically lavish mise-en-scène. Director Baker creates a visible 

connection between the General and Mircilla when they meet. While 

cinematographer Moray Grant does not favor deep primary colors as Jack Asher 

did, Grant and Baker utilize both color and black and white photography to great 

effect. In the first act’s opening ball scene, the General and Marcilla are the only 
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two characters wearing bright red clothing. Framed by the set-dressing’s red 

detailing, the two are easily recognized as central narrative figures. Red lends a 

thematic element to the narrative reminiscent of Fisher’s Horror of Dracula, 

which also hinted at the sanguinary nature of future events (see Appendix, 

Figure 3.42-3.49). 

Contrasted with Asher’s consistently underlit lighting, cinematographer 

Grant prefers to shoot full lighting indoors, with key and fill lighting to help 

illuminate the background and keep the entire set in relatively deep focus. This 

helps create a strong sense of unease when juxtaposed with Grant’s outdoor 

and dream sequences, where Grant underexposes the image, often shooting 

day for night and utilizing low-key lighting to conjure scenes reminiscent of older 

classical horror and German expressionist films. Grant even goes as far as to 

shoot the film’s two dream sequences in black and white, which combined with 

surrealistic imagery and shadow-play make the scenes highly evocative of F.W. 

Murnau’s silent classic Nosferatu (1922) and also The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 

(Wiene, 1920) (see Appendix, Figure 3.50-3.59). 

 Despite the undoubtedly eerie nature of this sequence, and the 

later one showing Emma’s similar dream, Baker and Grant stray onto uncertain 

footing where Hammer’s Gothic rests uneasy. These sequences, combined with 

the legend of the Karnstein family, conflate the more believable (and titillating) 

sexual horror aspects with supernatural elements, rendering the vampire threat 

at once physical yet strangely intangible, and thus dismissible. While narratives 

featuring the uncanny helped propel Hammer to success in the late fifties, they 

too had been chained to human agents. In light of the changing tastes in the 

seventies, these factors go some way in demonstrating how Hammer was falling 
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behind other, edgier films showing more ‘human’ evil and/or outright spiritual 

nihilism.  

Additionally, after Fisher’s earlier films reinvented horror, The Vampire 

Lovers provides an example of Hammer’s retrenchment, committing a cardinal 

sin in imitating outdated forms of horror. The two expressionistic dream 

sequences are not the only examples of Hammer co-opting older techniques in 

the search for a new formula. In the villager murder sequence following Emma’s 

nightmare, we see Carmilla approach a shack before killing the woman within.  

This sequence marks new ground for Hammer, the first time a Hammer 

Gothic scene takes place from the villain’s point of view. Unfortunately, both 

Peeping Tom (1960) and Psycho (1960) infamously utilized the same technique a 

decade prior to The Vampire Lovers, and had then been copied numerous times 

in the intervening ten years. Compounding the derivative nature of Hammer’s 

scene, the non-diegetic soundtrack features shrieking violin as Carmilla attacks, 

almost identical to those used in Psycho’s shower scene (see Appendix, Figure 

3.60-3.69). 

 

New lines for new times 

While it could be that The Vampire Lovers was merely paying homage to 

its cinematic predecessors (an early form of post-modern horror troping?), it is 

difficult to imagine Dracula A.D. 1972 as anything other than a direct response 

to AIP’s Count Yorga, Vampire. Additionally, consulting the quantifiable data of 

both films reveals that Dracula A.D. 1972, released only two years after The 

Vampire Lovers, falls more in line with incorporating faster editing and more 

spectacle in seventies cinema. These shifts took root when horror B-movie-
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inspired Jaws came out in the mid seventies (Spielberg, 1975) to great financial 

success, signifying a shift to blockbusting, genre ‘event’ pictures.  

The data contained in table 3 illustrates that Hammer was keen to 

emulate a more ‘American’ style of kinetic genre cinema with shorter scenes, 

quicker editing style, and also a focus on set-pieces. The table also includes 

comparative data showing Night of the Living Dead, The Exorcist, Don’t Look 

Now, and The Wicker Man indicating that the newer horror was becoming more 

dynamically paced. Despite The Exorcist being something of a throwback, there 

is a clear shift in how films were being constructed. Ironically, the data shows 

that Hammer’s early-seventies features were ahead of the curve regarding 

technical changes. However, the studio was still unwilling to abandon the Gothic 

template completely and attempted a way around it by forsaking canon and 

bringing Christopher Lee’s Count Dracula to modern London. 

Dracula A.D. 1972 features a simpler narrative than does The Vampire 

Lovers, presumably a symptom of an original story rather than adaption from 

mid-nineteenth century literature. The film begins in medias res, a voiceover 

announces it is 1872 and Dracula stalks London. The pre-credit prologue shows 

Christopher Lee’s Count Dracula battling Peter Cushing as Lawrence van 

Helsing through Hyde Park atop a careening carriage. The carriage crashes and 

Lawrence kills Dracula, reducing him to dust. Lawrence dies in his attempt and 

an unnamed figure (Christopher Neame) scoops up a vial of Dracula’s ashes. 

The scene shifts to van Helsing’s funeral and the same anonymous figure 

buries Dracula’s ashes on the churchyard perimeter. As the funeral ends a 

partial title credit reading ‘Dracula’ appears onscreen. The camera swiftly pans 

skyward before an airplane anachronistically appears in a long shot. The rest of 
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the title appears while funky modern brass music plays over the non-diegetic 

soundtrack. The opening credits display a montage of modern seventies 

London, reassuring the viewer that they are watching the movie they expected 

(see Appendix, Figures 3.70-3.73). 
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Table 3: Compare with Tables 1 & 2 in previous chapters. While the earlier film, 
The Vampire Lovers, shows technical characteristics consistent with 
Hammer’s mid-sixties period, Dracula A.D. 1972 demonstrates 
Hammer’s conformity to general sixties and seventies cinematic 
trends (i.e., longer runtimes but with more shots and quicker cuts)

FILM (Year 
released) 

LENGTH 
(Feet) 

RUNTIME 
(Minutes) 

NUMBER 
OF SHOTS 

ASL 
(Seconds) 

MSL 
(Seconds) 

The Curse of 
Frankenstein 
(1957) 

7503 83 – with 
credits 

375 12.4 5.8 

The Plague of 
the Zombies 
(1966) 

8100 
(estimated) 

90 – with 
credits 

854 6.7 4.2 

The Vampire 
Lovers (1970) 

8188  91 – with 
credits 

851 6.3 4.3 

Dracula A.D. 
1972 (1972) 

8429 95 – with 
credits 

983 5.7 2.9 

Night of the 
Living Dead 
(1968) 

8550 
(estimated) 

96 – with 
credits 

1060 5.4 3.2 

The Exorcist 
(1973) 

10530 
(estimated) 

117 – with 
credits  

1073 6.6 3.8 

Don’t Look 
Now (1973) 

9900 
(estimated) 

110 – with 
credits  

1134 5.8 3.6 

The Wicker 
Man (1973) 

8910 
(estimated) 

99 – with 
credits  

1123 5.3 3.3 
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Dracula A.D. 1972 uses a similar template to The Vampire Lovers, and 

previous Gothic efforts, to introduce its cast. The pre-credit sequence has 

shown us both the evil title creature and his nemesis, albeit while killing them 

off. The sequence also introduced a sinister unnamed character that we see 

again immediately following the opening credits at a party in a modern London 

home. This post-credit opening sequence becomes an extended musical set-

piece, a first for Hammer, but also introduces the remaining central characters. 

After police arrive to chase the band and young characters out, we learn 

that the anonymous character from the pre-credit prologue is named Johnny 

Alucard, and his female friend Jessica van Helsing – descendant of Lawrence. 

The narrative follows Jessica home where we meet her grandfather, Dr. Lorimer 

van Helsing, a folklore professor (also played by Peter Cushing). Eventually, the 

story becomes a van Helsing battle to thwart Dracula after his resurrection by 

Alucard, who ritually sacrifices his friends to bring about his return and empower 

them both. As police investigate the deaths of Jessica’s friends, they question 

Lorimer and are eventually persuaded that vampires exist. Ultimately, however, 

Dracula kidnaps Jessica forcing Lorimer to face him alone in the film’s climax, 

where Lorimer graphically stakes Dracula through the heart. 

The film seems to want to distance itself from Hammer Gothic 

conventions while paradoxically requiring them to function as a narrative. 

Dracula, the inhuman villain, is killed then resurrected by a human agent but is 

restricted to the grounds of the desanctified church where he and the original 

van Helsing were laid to rest. In the film’s climax Dracula is killed again by 

another good human agent, another van Helsing, in that same location. By this 
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point in Hammer’s history this functions as an established trope in the Gothic 

plot. The scene of the inciting incident must return for the climax, where the 

antagonist from the prologue will be vanquished – a semi-cyclical narrative 

tradition first enacted by Fisher’s Gothic mode.  

Dracula A.D. 1972 fails to live up to expectation by not allowing Dracula 

to interact with seventies culture, something that AIP’s earlier film relished. The 

church provides a necessary ingredient in Hammer’s Gothic schema, however, 

and cannot be abandoned. Thus, the creature as dangling cause must be 

‘trapped’ there by the arrangement of story elements to draw in the protagonist. 

It is possible that Hammer’s novice screenwriters were themselves trapped 

within Gothic narrative conventions and required to produce what Michael 

Carreras deemed acceptable. Further, given the lack of funding available to 

Hammer at the time, perhaps the great number of interior shots and Dracula’s 

inability to leave the church grounds can be attributed to budgetary concerns.  

 After the credits, a pseudo-replacement protagonist and antagonist are 

introduced. Given other restrictions, the film seems quite progressive at this 

juncture; Jessica is a strong female protagonist and Alucard is an ambiguously 

wicked human villain (although it is never explained whether he is a descendant 

of the character from the prologue or has preternaturally long life). Later on, two 

police detectives also figure into the narrative. Involving the police allows the 

film to function as a genre hybrid – part Gothic horror, part procedural drama – 

although it eventually becomes clear that the investigative actions of the police 

merely bring Lorimer van Helsing into the story, involving him with the murder 

cases.  
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Unfortunately, the film falls back to Hammer Gothic tropes before it can 

reach climax. Jessica is captured for Dracula and it falls on Lorimer, the rational, 

male protagonist to rescue her after killing his henchman, Alucard. Once Jessica 

vanishes, Lorimer becomes the focal point, and only he can solve the narrative 

mystery befuddling the official authorities. Thus, like earlier Hammer Gothics the 

narrative comes full circle. The rational protagonist confronts and defeats the 

preternatural antagonist/creature in a location first seen in the prologue (see 

Appendix, Figure 3.74-3.75).  

Because of this, Dracula A.D. 1972 suffers like The Vampire Lovers had. 

Gibson’s film also confusingly conflates the supernatural with the human, 

creating its own vampire mythos separate from any other Hammer film. Dracula 

is evil incarnate yet requires a human agent to act for him while Lorimer is 

equally powerless as the state authorities investigate. Both Dracula and the van 

Helsing family become avatars for larger forces as each is isolated in kind by 

more effective, relatable characters. Once Lorimer convinces the detective that 

Dracula is real, however, the final act shifts again to resemble the first. Only 

Lorimer can resolve the story by physically staking the phantasmal Dracula, who 

returns to dust, again, presumably to be resurrected in future Hammer films (see 

Appendix, Figure 3.76-3.80). 

 

Technical aspects 

Dracula A.D. 1972 does noticeably depart from Hammer norms after its 

pre-credit prologue. This past event opening sequence lasts for 5:33 minutes, 

using 62 separate shots with an average shot length (ASL) of 5.4 seconds. By 

way of comparison, The Vampire Lovers past event pre-credit sequence is 
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similar, running for 5:12 minutes, with 60 shots and an ASL of 5.9 seconds. The 

post-credit party sequence is where Dracula A.D. 1972 breaks from Hammer 

style.  

At 3:52 minutes long, the scene features many quick cuts and a party 

montage showing the new protagonists and their young, semi-rebellious nature. 

The party sequence itself is made up of 159 separate shots, with an ASL of 4.5. 

Thus it runs nearly 2 minutes shorter than the opening segment but includes 

almost 100 more shots. By composing the first modern sequence in a more 

dynamic manner and juxtaposing it with the expected Hammer opening, director 

Gibson shows that his movie is trying to experiment with Gothic fundamentals. 

This shot proliferation and more rapid editing style does not necessarily 

improve the end product quality. Gibson and his writers include many instances 

of overt plot exposition that are clumsy at best, but at worst give no credit to the 

viewer’s intelligence. When Jessica first goes to her grandfather’s house, 

Lorimer expresses concern for her welfare and the company she keeps. Jessica 

assuages his (and, presumably, the viewer’s) fears by telling him she is a “good 

girl” who has never taken drugs and is not promiscuous, unlike all of her peers. 

According to horror movie logic, Jessica’s bald statement effectively clears her 

from danger for the duration of the narrative. By establishing her ‘pure’ heroine 

status, she can be tormented by the antagonist but will not suffer the same fate 

as her peers, who are either turned into vampires or killed outright by Dracula. 

While Hammer’s Gothic films are always moralistic, they previously did 

not employ narrative techniques as simplistic as those in Dracula A.D. 1972. In 

particular, Sangster and Fisher conveyed narrative information effectively 

without resorting to cliché or redundant scenes. An overt example of the form of 
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‘dumbed-down’ Gothic employed by Dracula A.D. 1972 comes at the second 

act climax. The police have informed Jessica that one of her friends has been 

found murdered. Concerned, Lorimer asks her what her new male friend’s 

surname is, to which she replies “Alucard.” Gibson cuts to Alucard leading 

another of Jessica’s friends to the abandoned church, where Dracula lays in 

wait, before cross-cutting back to Lorimer, now alone in his study.  

In close-up Lorimer writes the name Alucard in reverse, spelling ‘Dracula.’ 

Lorimer then sinks back in his chair in stark realization, where Gibson cuts to a 

portrait insert of Lorimer’s forebear, Lawrence van Helsing. Only after Lorimer’s 

epiphany does Gibson cut back to the church with Dracula and his protégé. 

Overall, Lorimer’s revelatory scene seems forced and unbelievable, particularly 

given his character’s background as an expert on supernatural history at a 

London university. More to the point, it operates in stark contrast to how Fisher 

and Sangster preferred to allow plot exposition to naturally play out in lengthier 

scenes without drawing overt attention to script elements in close-up (see 

Appendix, Figure 3.81-3.86).  

Don Houghton’s script further attempts to break with Hammer tradition 

by doing away completely with the formal, clipped register that had been in 

place since Jimmy Sangster adapted Curse of Frankenstein. Instead, like other 

films of the same period, Houghton’s dialogue struggles to tap into groovy lingo 

and colloquialisms of seventies London, sounding stilted and potentially 

alienating Hammer’s audience demographic. Unfortunately the writing also has 

the effect of losing the rich irony that Sangster’s scripts reflected. Gibson’s 

direction is not complimented by the script or dialogue. Whereas Fisher had the 

luxury of showing much while saying very little, Gibson resorts to overly 
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simplistic scenes that impart narrative information tactlessly and with little 

charm. The dialogue further dates the film from the moment of its release. Any 

attempt to replicate cutting-edge urban movements is fraught and invariably will 

be rendered baroque by its own devices. 

Hammer was a conflicted company in the seventies. Caught in the midst 

of transition, the studio tried to hedge its bets by experimenting while also 

releasing films that covered familiar ground. Dracula A.D. 1972 received mostly 

negative reviews upon its original cinematic run, including a one star review from 

Roger Ebert that emphasizes the derivative nature of the film.1 The movie is 

symptomatic of the problems facing Hammer at the time of its release. Chiefly, 

how to rebrand and stay profitable once the major studios curtailed financing of 

British productions and began making their own genre pictures, beginning when 

Warner Bros produced and distributed The Exorcist in 1973. Although Warners, 

Columbia, and Paramount continued to distribute some Hammer films in the US, 

they also recouped most of the profits without incurring any production costs. 

Despite some genuine attempts at genre innovation, Dracula A.D. 1972 

underscored Hammer’s inability to tap into a new market in the seventies. 

Where Fisher’s films had defamiliarized viewers back in the late-fifties, other 

house directors such as Baker and Gibson were lensing movies leaning heavily 

on tropes all too familiar to audiences. Censorship and a lack of managerial 

foresight affected the types of films Hammer was making at this period and 

sadly this would lead to the company’s protracted demise over the course of the 

next decade.  

                                            
1 “Dracula A.D. 1972,” Roger Ebert, http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/dracula-a-d-1972-1972 
(accessed 5/1/13). 
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Conclusion 

Major studios sought to capitalize on the popularity of exploitation and 

genre cinema by cornering the market in the seventies. The majors were able to 

bring large budgets and financial clout to bear, factors that Hammer and other 

small independent studios could never imagine enjoying. Hammer’s seeking 

funding from British companies Rank and EMI turned out to be a doomed 

venture as the entire British film industry faced hardship from the late-sixties 

onwards.  

Furthermore, Hammer’s reputation had become so synonymous with 

brooding melodramatic horror, that the studio lost their core audiences when 

they began experimenting with more explicit material in the late-sixties. Family-

friendly Rank disapproved of graphic content, while Warners cut much of the 

sex and violence from Hammer’s seventies pictures to be granted MPAA ratings 

for their perceived young teenaged demographic (Meikle: 273-274). While 

operating within Hammer’s usual Gothic parameters, Dracula A.D. 1972 had 

attempted to stay current but failed to appeal to youth culture in either the UK or 

the USA, as Fisher’s early films had managed to. 

Hammer’s other seventies releases either followed a similar tack to 

Dracula A.D. 1972 by slightly modifying but ultimately reinforcing the Gothic 

template, or were overly parochial bawdy comedies, like On the Buses (Booth, 

1971) which was a British television spinoff, and Love Thy Neighbour (1973, 

Robins). Such films saw increasingly diminished returns as they were marketed 

to an ever-narrowing audience base. Striving for contemporary appeal saw the 

studio recycling products instead of innovating as they once had. With Michael 
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Carreras as new executive, Hammer tried to explore other filmmaking avenues 

when faced with the failure of the formerly failsafe Gothic formula.  

However, while American conglomerates could afford to employ the 

cream of the industry, hiring visionary cineastes such as William Friedkin to work 

on cutting-edge genre material like The Exorcist, Hammer had waited too long 

to ‘blood’ new talent. Carreras’ company further retreated back to the Gothic 

mode after trying to update the Dracula franchise. If my discussion of Dracula 

A.D. 1972 seems somewhat ‘under-analyzed’ compared to my other case 

studies, it is because of the formulaic nature of the text itself, which simply does 

not offer much variation from what has been previously discussed. 

The shortcomings of Hammer’s post-seventies Gothic are evident in Dr. 

Jekyll and Sister Hyde (Baker, 1972), Vampire Circus (Young, 1972), and Captain 

Kronos – Vampire Hunter (Clemens, 1973). These films alone, at least, struggled 

to break free from the strictures of their production circumstances and the by-

now heavily dated concept of adapting classical literature, something Hammer 

was still doing to compliment these ‘new’ Gothic expressions. Hammer’s tactics 

here begin to smack of desperation. Indeed, after saturating the genre 

marketplace with very similar products, the company would proceed to make 

only one film annually from 1974 until completely ceasing production in 1978.  

I chose to discuss Dracula A.D. 1972 as a case study film because on 

paper it is the most ambitious of Hammer’s early-seventies releases and 

possibly the most flawed in its execution. None of the three films named above 

share Dracula A.D. 1972’s contemporary setting and musical numbers, which 

sought to capitalize on the rise of exploitation and blaxploitation filmmaking. 

Whereas AIP’s genre filmmaking was flexible enough to anticipate these 
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markets, releasing both Count Yorga, Vampire (Kelljan, 1971) and Blacula (Crain, 

1972), Hammer could only imitate. Despite Dracula A.D. 1972’s more 

experimental execution, analyzing any of the above three Hammer films would 

merely yield the same conclusions, as they all invoke the same limitations of 

Hammer’s Gothic trappings while dabbling with more graphic content. 

Ideally, Hammer would have found a new Fisher or Sangster figure in the 

late-sixties to early-seventies to break from their Gothic tradition. Writer-director 

Brian Clemens could have potentially been this figure – he came from a 

television background and was the original writer and associate producer of 

successful British series The Avengers. Clemens first scripted and co-produced 

Dr. Jekyll and Sister Hyde for Hammer before writing, directing, and co-

producing Captain Kronos – Vampire Hunter. Brian Clemens had the multi-

disciplinary background that Hammer’s creative individuals were known for in 

the fifties and early sixties, and had hopes of turning Kronos into a television 

franchise. Clemens’ ambitious series would have included a time-traveling 

protagonist hunting vampires who drain their victims’ youth instead of blood 

(Johnson & Del Vecchio: 358).  Such a narrative premise would have inevitably 

included Kronos encountering the modern world but the series had to ground 

itself in Hammer’s familiar Gothic first, a style that had already fallen out of 

vogue.  

After Kronos’ disappointing cinematic run, Clemens’ long-term plan was 

nixed by owner Michael Carreras, who felt that the new creative talent did not 

understand how to craft Hammer Gothic products (Johnson & Del Vecchio: 359). 

This proved to be a moot point when the company became increasingly unable 

to finance new productions as the seventies bore on. After purchasing the 
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company, Michael Carreras discovered that the rights to Hammer’s earlier 

Gothic movies were owned by the American studios who had co-financed them, 

and compounding this ill-fortune, that EMI refused to be involved with any more 

pictures (Meikle: 269).  

In 1978, financial administrator PFS froze Hammer’s accounts, forcing the 

company to stop feature production completely. Carreras resigned in 1979, 

turning company control over to Brian Lawrence and production supervisor Roy 

Skeggs, who would act as in-house administrators. To prevent liquidation, 

Skeggs and Lawrence saw Hammer produce a short-lived run of television 

shows that lasted into the early eighties. The Hammer House of Horror (1980) 

and The Hammer House of Mystery and Suspense (1984) were anthology 

shows, where each self-contained episode focused on a different horror theme 

or mystery. Each series lasted for only one season before being cancelled. 

Having avoided insolvency, Skeggs and Lawrence purchased Hammer for 

£100,000 and the company entered an extended period of non-production 

without actually going bankrupt (Meikle: 291).  

After Hammer closed its doors, the eighties into the new millennium 

constituted yet another intense transitional era for the industry in general. This 

period saw large companies with global presences scramble to either purchase 

or merge with the Hollywood studios in mutually beneficial deals. Three of the 

former ‘big five’ studios were assimilated into giant corporate entities: 

Australia’s Rupert Murdoch-owned News Corporation bought out Twentieth 

Century Fox, while American headquartered Time Inc. merged with Warner 

Communications, Inc. to form Time Warner, and similarly US-based Viacom 

acquired Paramount. Two of the ‘little three’ were also purchased: Japanese 
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tech giant Sony bought Columbia, while American-based Comcast/NBC now 

owns Universal after the subsidiary exchanged hands several times. Sony also 

controls MGM/United Artists. 

The absorption of the major film studios into global conglomerate 

portfolios resulted in a rush to synergize products. The success of Jaws 

(Spielberg, 1975) and Star Wars (Lucas, 1977) began the process of normalizing 

the release of several ‘event’ and high concept movies per year as a 

foundational means of generating revenue. With the enormous funding now 

available to them from corporate ownership, studios could afford to release 

formerly risky bid-budget ventures. The profit potential of blockbuster releases 

can now also be fully realized thanks to corporate media strategies.  

Blockbuster releases in the late eighties and early nineties, such as 

Batman (Burton, 1989), Terminator 2: Judgment Day (Cameron, 1991), and 

Jurassic Park (Spielberg, 1993), acted as just the tip of the iceberg in terms of 

franchise entertainment. Corporate structure of the new millennium apes the 

vertically integrated studio setup of old, where synergy benefits companies that 

hold interests relating to every aspect of a new franchise. Now theatrical runs 

serve as launching platforms for other multi-media incarnations. Movie launches 

are supported by spin-off games, official sound tracks, and an abundance of 

other licensed merchandise that is marketed to as wide a demographic as 

possible. Today more than ever before, the conglomerate structure of 

entertainment studios is fully echoed in their multi-faceted approach to 

products.  

The days of fully independent production studios, such as Hammer and 

AIP, have long-gone. While these studio’s depended on distribution deals with 
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third-party company’s to subsidize funding, they were left to their own devices 

to craft their house specialty products. To function in a global market, products 

are now calculated to satisfy as broad a demographic as possible. The 

proliferation of formulaic blockbuster franchises, developed simultaneously with 

expansive multi-media tie-ins, marketing campaigns, and promotional launches, 

means that formerly independent producers need vast amounts of funding to 

operate and are now simply one rung in a global supply chain. 

In line with these industrial developments, Hammer itself eventually re-

emerged in 2008 as part of Exclusive Media’s portfolio. Now owned by a 

vertically integrated global conglomerate, Hammer functions as both an 

established corporate identity and in-house production facility. Specifically, 

Hammer operates as a UK-based specialized development unit for Exclusive’s 

genre film productions.1 

In line with Hammer’s genre tradition, the first new release from the 

studio’s post-millennial incarnation was an update of a foreign vampire film. In 

2010 Hammer released Let Me In (Reeves, 2010), an adaptation of the Swedish 

Let the Right One in (Låt den rätte komma in [Alfredson, 2003]). Hammer 

followed this effort with two original features in 2011 – The Resident (Jokinen) 

and Wake Wood (Keating). Hammer’s biggest release thus far has been an 

adaptation of Susan Hill’s novel, The Woman in Black (Watkins, 2012). 

Exclusive’s official Hammer website reports that The Woman in Black enjoyed 

Hammer’s biggest ever US and UK opening weekends – taking over $20 million 

                                            
1 “About Us,” Exclusive Media, http://www.exclusivemedia.com/company (accessed 5/1/13). 
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and £3 million respectively, before going on to make £20 million in the UK alone 

and $110 Million internationally.2  

All of these new films come under the horror-thriller umbrella. Given that 

Hammer has a completely new groups of filmmakers and executives in control 

of the studio’s products, it will be interesting to observe how these post-

millennial horrors formally function. As horror cinema has itself evolved since the 

original Hammer was in operation, will Hammer’s new output resemble the old, 

or be Hammer horrors in name only? Unlike Hammer pre-1980, films now 

constitute only one area of Hammer’s corporate production. 

Exclusive’s ownership has seen Hammer branching out into other media 

formats for the first time. Through a special imprint deal with Random House, 

Hammer are publishing new works of horror and mystery fiction, as well as 

novelizations of their classical Gothic films.3 To-date, however, Hammer has 

only re-released two of their cinematic Gothic classics on DVD and Blu-Ray – 

The Horror of Dracula (as Dracula) and The Curse of Frankenstein, in 

collaboration with Icon Film Distribution and Lionsgate.4 Presumably this is 

because of ownership rights still being held by Warners, Universal, and 

Paramount.  

Given the generic nature of Hammer’s new features, Exclusive’s modus 

operandi seems to be embracing Hammer’s hard-earned horror reputation while 

continuing to update the studio’s Gothic mode for a new generation. However, 

                                            
2 “Company/Hammer,” Exclusive Media, 
http://www.exclusivemedia.com/company/view/detail/4 (accessed 5/1/13). 
3 “Company/Hammer,” Exclusive Media, 
http://www.exclusivemedia.com/company/view/detail/4 (accessed 5/1/13). 
4 “News,” Exclusive Media, http://www.exclusivemedia.com/news/view/newsid/462 (accessed 
5/1/13). 
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the question must be asked – who precisely are these films being made for? 

Relying heavily on nostalgia is a risky gambit. Given that it is now 55 years since 

The Curse of Frankenstein was originally released, the appeal of the names and 

reputations associated with Frankenstein and its Gothic ilk are presumably lost 

on a younger audience. In addition, since Hammer’s original target demographic 

has aged, how interested will they be in new products? Who is the intended 

audience in Hammer’s new strategy? It remains to be seen just how successful 

and long-lived Hammer’s new iteration will be. Looking at the films and their 

cultural relevance can provide one side of Hammer’s story, analyzing their 

history and reception can help complete the picture. 

This thesis has utilized a neoformal approach to study Hammer but 

reception studies would provide a fruitful avenue for further research. While my 

analysis has shown that Hammer’s Gothic mode presents a readily identifiable 

story-telling template that was experimented with as the company matured, a 

thorough reception study could identify the films and dates most affected by 

Hammer’s industrial maneuvering. The data my thesis includes on box-office 

figures and production budgets only scratches the surface. Methodical research 

on Hammer’s critical reception and viewer reactions, perhaps even conducting 

interviews, could produce intriguing results that would help provide a fuller 

account of Hammer’s history. 

This analysis shows how Hammer’s Gothic films operate on an aesthetic 

level. A reception-based study would be a complimentary way to help gauge the 

effectiveness of individual films and Hammer’s business strategies. As 

historiography, my thesis has helped chart the course of Hammer’s Gothic past. 

A similar study could use my work as a foundation for investigations into 
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Hammer’s present and future with Exclusive, as well as explore the other genre 

films that Hammer was making in their heyday.  

A potentially valuable research project would either analyze Hammer’s 

pre-1956 films, or their post-1973 output (including television work), to trace the 

company’s development and decline more fully. Alternatively, studying histories 

of Hammer’s contemporary rivals, such as AIP, Tigon, or Amicus, would paint a 

broader picture of how influential Hammer’s Gothic mode was, and how other 

exploitation studios responded. Do these other studio’s films share aesthetics 

with Hammer? How did their approaches change? Were they received in a 

similar fashion to Hammer films?   

While technical innovation made Hammer’s films notable, the company 

was always a small family-run film studio. The freedom of expression this 

granted the artists who worked there together is what made their films 

memorable. How will the new Hammer respond to being part of a large multi-

national organization? Can a corporate machine recapture the spirit of a 

company who for a while found itself at the cutting-edge of a fiercely 

competitive marketplace? In an age of multi-format, mass-media saturation only 

time will tell if being the specialized unit of a global entity detracts from 

Hammer’s market appeal, or instead levels the playing field. 
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Appendix: List of Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1-1.4: Immediately following The Revenge of Frankenstein’s opening 
credit sequence, Fisher captures Victor Frankenstein’s slow walk to 
the gallows in a single long take lasting 35 seconds. The take begins 
with a MS where Victor glances off-screen right, anticipating his 
movement. The camera tracks right to keep pace with him as he 
moves, before tilting slightly upwards to end the take with a LS. 
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Figure 1.5-1.12 
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Figure 1.5-1.12: After establishing a 180° line in the opening sequence, Fisher 
creates an eyeline match between the executioner and Karl, later 
revealed as Victor’s accomplices. The only sound is the priest’s 
prayer. Fisher cuts back to Victor and we follow his eyes, watching 
the guillotine blade raised in one long take as the camera tilts up. 
The blade descends as we hear an off-screen scuffle and scream 
before Fisher ends the scene with a cut (literally and narratively). This 
minimal shot/reverse shot sequence acts as a prelude to conflict 
while hiding the duplicitous nature of Victor’s beheading and 
ironically creating a leitmotif; Victor has persuaded Karl to switch 
him with the priest in exchange for replacing his crippled body for a 
stronger one by means of a brain-transplant.
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Figure 1.13-1.20 
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Figure 1.13-1.20: Fisher establishes a 180° line between Victor, Paul, who 
readies his rifle, and the creature. The shot/reverse shot 
arrangement serves as a prelude to hard conflict. After Paul fires, 
Fisher cuts to the creature’s immediate reaction, where we see 
blood spurting from the wound covered by its hand. Fisher quickly 
cuts back to a long shot and then returns to Victor and Paul in the 
master shot. The violence and gore in this scene is minimal but 
makes a shocking impression. This is due to the abruptness of 
analytical editing coming from Fisher’s by now established tableaux 
rhythm, combined with the use of red blood, which is gaudily bright 
against an otherwise somber, earth and gray-toned palette.
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Figure 1.21-1.25: By introducing both the monster and blood in such a dynamic 
manner after a cautiously measured opening prologue, Fisher 
signals to the audience that violence and surprise can erupt even 
from a narrative structure as familiar as those standardized by older 
horror movies. The red palette represented in the color scheme of 
Dracula’s abode and more vitally by blood, lips, and eyes, is 
complimented to eerie effect by the cold blue backlighting, which 
has no discernible diegetic source. Note the bride’s figure-revealing 
gown – Fisher refuses to cut to a close shot of her body unless it is 
narratively motivated. 
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Figure 1.26-1.31 
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Figure 1.26-1.31: After cutting to an insert of the knife Frankenstein is going to 
conduct his operation with, Fisher frustrates viewer expectation by 
cutting to a close shot of Paul observing from the background, as 
opposed to an insert from either man’s POV showing the surgery 
take place. The beaker of red fluid over Paul’s shoulder provides a 
semi-graphic match between the two cuts, pre-empting the 
bloodstain where Frankenstein wipes his hand on his suit jacket. 
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Figure 1.32-1.36: Fisher and Sangster drive narrative causality while preparing 
the viewer for comprehending the ironic subtext in the subsequent 
scene by having Victor and Paul discuss Victor’s need for the brain 
of a genius. The light conflict of this shot/reverse shot sequence acts 
as prelude to later conflict between the two while highlighting a plot 
point. 
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Figure 1.37-1.38: After establishing Bernstein’s reputation, and Paul’s surprise 
at his presence, Victor and Bernstein exit the room as Fisher cuts. 
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Figure 1.39-1.41: A match on action shows the two on the other side of the 
door. Victor cannot look away from Bernstein’s head as they climb 
the staircase. Victor shows Bernstein a painting – Rembrandt’s ‘The 
Anatomy Lesson’ – before pushing him to his death. Here editing, 
shot selection, and script all act to subtly underscore the sequence 
with an ironic sense of the inevitability of Victor’s actions. 
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Figure. 1.42-1.47: A LS of a chimpanzee opens the scene in Victor’s secret 
laboratory as Karl moves in darkness, surrounded by shadow. 
Despite it being night, the laboratory is creepily illuminated by 
lamplight shining vividly through green bottles. The green light is 
balanced by a low orange-red glow cast by the furnace upon the 
floor and wall behind Karl. After revealing his old body, Fisher cuts 
between old and new Karl in a shot/reverse shot before Karl drags 
his old body to the furnace. 
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Figure 1.48-1.59 
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Figure 1.48-1.59: Fisher cuts from the chimp jumping excitedly to Karl strangling 
the custodian. With the guard dead, Fisher frames Karl alone in a 
MCU head-and-shoulder-shot, the background dark with green light 
just illuminating the side of Karl’s face. Karl looks offscreen left and 
Fisher forms an eyeline match with a cut to a MS of the chimp eating 
meat. Cutting back to Karl, we see him form a new eyeline match 
offscreen right, beginning to salivate uncontrollably as he looks at 
the dead body. Fisher follows Karl’s gaze again to frame the dead 
body in a MCU before cutting back to Karl, now weeping, as he 
wipes the drool from his chin and flees. The unsettling lighting 
juxtaposed with the realistic setting frame the irony of Sangster’s 
script to beautifully disturbing effect with no recourse to gore - just a 
shocking revelation. It becomes clear as the scene reaches its 
culmination that the operation has worked but Karl has become a 
cannibal; his flawed mental state a result of his own actions despite 
his unflawed physical form. 
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Figure 1.60-1.65: In The Hound of the Baskervilles’ ten minute opening prologue 
we are never even shown the creature that kickstarts the inciting 
incident. Instead, Fisher and Sangster show us Hugo Baskerville 
murdering a serving girl (a bloodied knife serving in place of a shot 
of the act, which takes place below the frame line, in typical Fisher 
style) before being killed himself by an off-screen howling creature. 
The creature is heard but unseen as Fisher denies us a POV of the 
assailant. This opening prologue then dissolves to the present and 
we learn that what we have seen thus far has been an enacted 
flashback that has been recounted by Dr. Mortimer to Sherlock 
Holmes in Holmes’ study. The creature acts as a dangling cause by 
haunting the Baskerville family line, and we will not see it until 
narrative climax, when the Baskerville heir, Sir Henry, is threatened. 
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Figure 1.66-1.69: One hour and twenty-two minutes in, the titular hound is 
revealed at the film’s climax, which takes place in the same locale as 
the prologue, with a Baskerville framed in a similar manner but with 
the roles between victim and attacker reversed. As opposed to a 
phantom creature, the hound is shown to be merely a mastiff trained 
to hunt Sir Henry Baskerville (played by Christopher Lee). After this 
climax, the relevant human antagonists who conspired against Sir 
Henry are all ‘punished’ by narrative death. Rational protagonist/lead 
man Holmes kills the eponymous creature, emotional foil 
protagonist/supporting man Watson kills the human who trained it, 
and the villain’s daughter (in purple) is drowned when she runs away 
into a bog (she rejects Holmes and Sir Henry’s patriarchy but 
ironically cannot live without her father’s authority). In the film’s rapid 
falling action, Holmes explains that the young woman was also a 
Baskerville – a descendant of the woman murdered in the prologue, 
who was seeking revenge and her birthright, an extra twist that 
possibly raises questions about who the real antagonists were all 
along. Notice the unnatural, non-diegetic green light framing Holmes 
and Watson in the doorway.  
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Figure 2.1-2.4: The emotional protagonist, Peter, faints upon seeing his dead 
wife resurrected only to find himself in a dream sequence where he 
is attacked by a group of zombies risen from their graves. The 
sequence cuts from a match-on-action that breaks the 30º rule, the 
mix of continuity and discontinuity editing indicate causality but that 
something is amiss. Despite the location being identical, the dream 
sequence is signaled as such by the canted angles, floating mist, 
and rich coloring used throughout. When Peter is attacked he 
awakens and the film returns to normal, with level framing and the 
more muted color palette that the film has previously used. 
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Figure 2.5-2.9: Fisher shoots the car chase scene in The Devil Rides Out 
according to his shot/reverse shot style. Here we see the characters 
forming eyeline matches through the use of wing-mirrors, before 
Fisher cuts back to show the chase in a series of LS with a 
stationary camera capturing the cars consistently moving screen left 
to right. Note the graphic match between the cars, and the opposite 
car on the horizon in each MCU, color-coded blue and red for clarity 
and helping the causal nature of the chase develop. 
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Figure 2.10-2.13: The Plague of the Zombies brief pre-credit opening sequence 
introduces the antagonist, anonymous at this time, but conducting 
some form of ominous rite involving blood and a voodoo doll in an 
anonymous underground location that we will revisit at narrative 
climax. The drummers provide a diegetic tribal drumming audio 
track that halts for the non-diegetic score when the credits roll.
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Figure 2.14-2.24 
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Figure 2.14-2.24: The ritual scene is immediately resumed after the opening title 
sequence. Gilling cross-cuts between the hooded man chanting a 
spell and a young woman upon whom his voodoo doll curse is 
directed. She repeats his words and we see blood seep through her 
bandage before she wakes screaming. Gilling then cuts back to the 
doll sitting in a clay coffin, covered in blood, before cutting to a MCS 
of a frenzied drummer and abruptly ending the sequence (and 
music) by cutting to an exterior establishing shot of the Forbes 
household where Sylvia will persuade her father to investigate the 
Tompson’s problem. Only later in the story is it revealed that the 
hooded man is the Squire, the woman Alice Tompson, and the ritual 
being performed is to create zombie-creatures. In a display of 
tremendous narrative economy, Gilling manages to convey much by 
simple visual and audio techniques. Within the first four minutes 
Gilling has introduced a narrative problem and almost all the major 
characters, linking them through cross-cuts, the use of bright red 
blood, and the rhythmic repetition of the voodoo chant and the 
diegetic drums, which resume after the credits and persist through 
the cross-cut scenes before being suddenly silenced when the 
Forbes family is introduced.  
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Figure 2.25-2.32: The Plague of the Zombies demonstrates the typical Hammer 
swift climax and falling action. However, this type of large scale 
special effect sequence marks a first for Hammer. Before this film 
the Gothic climax was restricted to a physical clash between 
protagonist and antagonist/creature. Here, there is also no direct 
conflict between any of the protagonists and the antagonist or 
creature; they are instead doomed by their own actions.
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Figure 2.33-2.43 
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Figure 2.33-2.43: After establishing a firm 180° line between the protagonists 
and the Genie, Fisher shoots de Richleau (L) and van Ryn (R) from a 
high angle and the Genie from low, representing each other’s POV 
and empowering the Genie. The camera moves closer to the Genie 
with each subsequent cut, beginning with a LS and ending with a 
head and shoulder MCU. Meanwhile, after initially cutting in Fisher 
pulls back from the protagonists, creating a slight narrative ellipsis 
between cuts as van Ryn gives in to the Genie’s power, gazing and 
moving towards it. By implying movement in such a way, Fisher 
uses a simple technique to great effect. The soft conflict displayed 
here also serves to foreshadow the hard conflict to come with the 
protagonists versus magic, i.e., Mocata. 
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 Figure 2.44-2.51  
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Figure 2.44-2.51: Fisher establishes his blocking through a master-shot 
beforecutting to a traditional over-shoulder shot/reverse shot 
conversation sequence with a stationary camera. As Marie rises to 
leave Mocata’s voice hardens and he begins to exert his power over 
her will. Fisher cuts closer to medium shots as the scene’s intensity 
is raised and Marie returns to her chair, now under Mocata’s spell. 
Marie absently plays with a child’s doll, underlining her helplessness 
in this scene. Fisher refuses to make this overt, never resorting to a 
close shot and instead allowing this minor, but important, character 
detail to happen naturally within the frame.
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Figure 2.52-2.61 
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Figure 2.52-2.61: Fisher cuts to a CS of Mocata’s face underlining his power in 
this scene. Fisher then cuts back to Marie in a MS and very slowly 
tracks toward her until she is seen in a MCU before cutting away to 
Mocata. When Fisher then cuts back to Marie, she is seen in CU, 
giving the eerie impression that the camera has been tracking 
toward her unseen by the viewer. The camera continues to move 
relentlessly toward her until her face fills the frame and the 
background loses focus. Fisher cuts back to Mocata as he leans 
forward, his face now filling the frame while the background fades to 
a soft focus. All of each character’s, along with the viewer’s, 
attention is focused solely on the face in the frame as Mocata asks 
Marie to tell him where Simon and Tanith are and Marie is powerless 
to resist.
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Figure 2.62-2.64: Having gained the information he needs, Mocata leans back in 
his chair as Fisher cuts to a high angle above him in a MCU. Mocata 
then looks up almost directly at the camera as it tracks toward him, 
settling at an ECU of his face before cutting.
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Figure 3.1-3.2: The first fully exposed breast in a Hammer film occurs 24 
minutes into The Vampire Lovers. This is partially narratively 
motivated but largely foreshadows the sexual nature of the film and 
its co-mingling with horror. Here, a doctor examines the vampire’s 
first victim as she is shot in a MCU with her breasts centrally framed, 
‘resting’ just above the frame line. The subsequent shot shows an 
ECU of her breast, where twin puncture wounds are seen in close 
up. This story element differs from the source novel, as Le Fanu’s 
book locates the vampire bites on the victim’s neck.
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Figure 3.3-3.10: This discontinuous series of shots from The Vampire Lovers shows 
how every female character is framed throughout the film’s remainder. 
Whenever a female character is included in the frame in a medium shot or 
MCU, she is centrally framed with her exposed cleavage aligned just 
above the bottom frame line. The villainous Marcilla’s breasts can be seen 
even when shot from behind, as the director and cinematographer take 
pains to to show her reflection in a mirror.
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Figure 3.11-3.13: Dracula A.D. 1972 further reduces female characters to 
bystanders while combining sex with horror. In this sequence, 
Dracula’s henchman, Johnny Alucard, mingles his blood with 
Dracula’s ashes over the prostrate figure of his female friend. Once 
again, the female character is shot with her cleavage centrally 
framed and just above the frame line. 
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Figure 3.14-3.21: Dracula recoils from the close up shot of a crucifix dangling over 
Jessica van Helsing’s bosom in Dracula A.D. 1972’s climactic third act. 
This sequence recalls Alucard’s earlier ritual scene but here unintentional 
comedy undercuts the tension of the forthcoming climax. Note how 
Jessica’s breast balances the frame in the final two frame grabs.
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Figure 3.22-3.26: As the vampire is revealed to Baron Hartog we see him in a 
head and shoulder MCU before cutting to follow his downward gaze. 
Hartog’s PoV shot shows the shroud he used to lure the creature to 
him, now discarded as the camera pans right to depict a shapely 
pair of female legs, clad in a diaphanous gown, before panning up 
the vampire’s body and finally holding on her face in another head 
and shoulder MCU.
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Figure 3.27-3.38 
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Figure 3.27-3.38: A pivotal scene for Hammer’s graphic sexual and violent 
content. A close shot of the female vampire’s breasts pressing 
against Hartog’s cross signals the importance sex and female nudity 
will play in the narrative. This shot is narratively motivated but 
showing a portion of the actress’ areola is not. However, the shot 
denotes the alignment of (female?) sexuality with evil, playing a large 
part in later narrative events. The decapitation frames are all from 
one rapid but very clear shot, marking the first time graphic violence 
has been shown occurring in close up in a Hammer film. This 
sequence is clearly intended to whet the viewer’s appetite, 
anticipating more sex and violence in the main narrative to come.
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Figure 3.39-3.41: Compare with this decapitation scene from The Plague of the 
Zombies four years earlier. The camera cuts at the moment of 
impact, showing the immediate aftermath of the beheading, not the 
event itself. 
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Figure 3.42-3.49: After arriving in darkness, Marcilla and the Countess enter the ball. 
Both clad in red and shot centrally in a balanced frame, the General and 
Marcilla’s shot/reverse shot sequence in the act one development 
foreshadows the hard conflict to come between the two by emphasizing 
their oppositional relationship while using color to link them.
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Figure 3.50-3.59 
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Figure 3.50-3.59: Laura’s dream sequence is the first act’s mid-point and take 
place after the ball scene ends, 15 minutes into Act One. The scene 
fades from color to black and white as Laura reaches out in her 
slumber. The camera follows her movement to show a shadowy, 
sinister shape approach her bed. Baker superimposes Laura’s face 
over the scene before replacing her with cat-like eyes, which 
dissolve, become Marcilla’s, and back again as the background 
fades, showing a shaggy, cat-creature covering Laura’s body. The 
scene abruptly ends, returning to Marcilla’s eyes, now in color, 
before cutting to Laura screaming herself awake.
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Figure 3.60-3.69 
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Figure 3.60-3.69: In a scene new for Hammer but derivative of earlier horror 
cinema, Baker represents Carmilla’s PoV by tracking towards a 
house. The shot fades to black as it nears the window, resuming on 
the other side as first Carmilla’s shadow then hand appears within 
the frame, caressing her potential victim. Baker abruptly cuts to his 
previous exterior shot, now static, and we hear a diegetic scream 
accompanied by Psycho-like non-diegetic violin strongly connoting 
violence. Baker cuts back inside where he implements a shock-cut, 
very quickly tracking to a close-shot of an older woman’s face 
before cutting to her PoV, revealing the girl’s dead body.  
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Figure 3.70-3.73: After an exciting yet purposely misleading old-fashioned pre-
credit sequence, the title card and credits assert Hammer’s desire to 
modernize their Gothic formula.
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Figure 3.74-3.75: At the beginning of act three Gibson employs a slight canted 
angle to represent the police detective’s PoV as Lorimer van Helsing 
convinces him of preternatural Dracula’s existence. This highlights 
the human characters’ uncertainty when facing the inhuman or 
spiritual.
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Figure 3.76-3.80: Despite Dracula’s quasi-phantom status he can still be 
destroyed by a stake through the heart. Hammer persist with 
canonical lore to reinstate Lorimer van Helsing as protagonist but 
also to include some gratuitous scenes of gore. Lorimer brings his 
shovel down on Dracula and pushes him onto the spike which sends 
gouts of blood up through the wound in a close shot before Gibson 
cuts back to a medium shot to show Dracula fading to dust, echoing 
the opening sequence.
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Figure 3.81-3.86: Lorimer van Helsing literally connects the plot threads 
onscreen in close-up, linking Alucard’s story arc with Jessica and his 
own final battle with Dracula. Gibson then cuts to a portrait of 
Lorimer’s vampire-hunter ancestor to hammer home the point. 
Notice the shadowy, low-key lighting and half-diegetic green light 
that frames Lorimer. Such lighting hearkens back to how the 
uncanny was represented in Terence Fisher’s earlier iterations of the 
Hammer Gothic.
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